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EQUIVALENTS

Currencies = 1. Central American peso
(a unit of account)

) = 1 Guatemalan quetzal
U. S. dollar 1 ) = 2. 5 Salvadorean colones

) = 2. 0 Honduran lempiras
=- 7. 0 Nicaraguan cordobas
= 6. 62 Costa Rican colones

Weights and Measures

1 manzana = 1. 727- acres = 0. 69 ha.
1 (60 kilo) c-ffee

bag = 132 pounds
16. 6 coffee bags = 1 metric ton
1 short ton = 2000 pounds
1 quintal = approximately 101 pounds
Approximately

20 quintalc = 1 short ton (sugar)
1 banana bo>: = 42 pounds
1 banana stem = approximately 1. 35 banana boxes
1 banana stem = approximately 57 pounds
1 (cotton) bale = 480 lbs. net
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

1. Transport has played. an especially important role in the economic
development of the five Central American countries because of their heavy
reliance on exports, rising imports of raw materials and manufactured
goods and the opening up of new lands for productive use. To the needs
for transport facilities arising from these factors, the Common Market
has created still another, the need to transport a rapidly rising volume
of intra-regional traffic. To meet pressing transport requirements, the
mission estimates that the transport sector will absorb almost 40 percent -

some CA$300 million - of all public investment by the five countries
likely to take place during the period 1966 through 1969, varying from
about one-quarter in El Salvador to almost one-half in Honduras. By far
the major portion of the transport investment projected by the mission
will be in roads, with ports being the next largest category.

Realized Projected (million CA pesos)
1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 Total

Roads 31.2 41.9 62.6 67.1 70.7 242.3

Ports 2.4 1.2 7.1 15.1 14.7 38.0

Air Transport 1.9 3.0 3.8 3.8 2.8 13.4

Total 35.5 46.1 73.5 85.9 88.2 293.7

Investment in air transport wili be small, largely for improving airports,
and there will be practically no public investment in railroads.

Roads

2. In the past decade, road investment expenditures increased the
mileage of paved and all-weather roads by over 100 percent, reaching a
total over 15,000 miles by l965 in the five countries. These were financed
with substantial assistance from external sources. The rate of road mile-
age construction varied widely among the countries, with Guatemala and
Honduras lagging considerably behind that of the other three countries.
Generally, except in El Salvador, less emphasis in past highway programs
was given to penetration and feeder roads than to main roads as each of
the countries attempted to create and fill out its basic network of
main roads. The emphasis of road investment through 1969, largely from
ongoing projects or those shortly to begin, will continue to be on main
trunk routes. While building and improvement of these roads is needed,
the mission recommends that in future programs much greater emphasis be
p:Laced on construction of penetration and feeder roads in areas of prom-
ising production potential, as well as roads to reach Atlantic ports. Such
a shift in emphasis is particularly necessary if tw¢o of the most promising
production possibilities in the region - livestock and timber products -
are to be fully realized.
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3. Until recently the transportation networks of each country
were planned largely without reference to regional considerations. With
the removal of almost all trade barriers among the five countries,
regional links, especially for road and air transport, took on new iun-
portance. The volume of intra-regional trade among the five countries
increased more than threefold -Ln the three years 1962-1964 and amounted
to more than 660,000 tons in 1964. This trade included 20 percent of the
increase in total industrial ouitput (value added) of the region since 1962.

4. Recognizing the importance of growing regional traffic, in 1963
the five countries approved a plan for a regional road network and the
designation of 13 roads as "integration" roads (designated by a "CA"
number). The Central American Bank for Economic Integration (CABEI)
has already committed US$30 mi;Ilion for the construction or major better-
ment of selected CA roads in a:Ll five countries. Of the more than
5,000 kilometers of integration roads, over half have already been con-
structed and somewhat less than a third are now under construction.
Construction of integration roads will take about half of the amount
which the mission estimates willl be invested in roads between 1966 and
1969.

5. Total combined inves1;nent for the five countries projected by
the mission for roads over the period 1966-1969 would increase at an
annual average rate of about 23 percent over the four-year period. Even
sc), mission projections are al.iost CA$100 million less than the road
investments envisaged in the Governments' development plans. A large
part of the financing would need to come from international lending
agencies, but even with heavy reliance on international contractors and
consultants, the projected investments can be achieved only if the
countries make great efforts. The planning, administrative, and supervision
capacities of the Road Departments in each of the countries will be sub-
ject to severe tests.

6. As a result of the work projected in the next few years, by
the early 1970's the road network of roads would include a paved and
relatively high-speed highway - the Interamerican Highway (CA-1) - run-
ning some 2,000 kilometers frori the Mexican to the Panamanian border.
The existing Pacific coastal hLghway in Guatemala and E1 Salvador will,
Ahrotgh a new connection between Honduras and Nicaragua, provide an alter-
nate route to the Interamerican Highway for most of the dist from
thie Mexican bor er to Nicaragua. Additional paved roads will fan out
from the backbone of the network, linking CA-1 and its alternate with
all of the present deep-water ports on the Atlantic coast as well as
those on the Pacific. With this basic network completed (except for
El Salvador with little new land available) the road programs of the
1970's should give greater emphasis to opening up new areas to expand
agriculture, livestock and forest products production. But these pene-
tration and feeder roads should be constructed only after appropriate
soils and feasibility studies lhave been conducted to insure that the
areas to be linked with the trunk network have sufficient production
potential to justify the proposed roads.
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7. Maintenance of roads has improved considerably over the past
decade, organization has improved and more adequate equipment purchased
and put to use. However, the maintenance effort is weak in a number of
the countries and still requires considerable improvement. The budgets
for maintenance of roads in all countries except Nicaragua are still
inadequate. Moreover, the countries all need to institute or improve
the enforcement of safety and load weight regulations, particularly to
protect the investment in roads and to minimize maintenance costs.
Despite considerable progress in the last two years in removing proce-
dural barriers to transit across national boundaries, additional efforts
are needed to permit the full benefits of free trade within the Coimmon
liarket to be realized. Border delays are costly to shippers, the tranv;-
port industry and to consumers.

8. Rough estimates made by the mission indicate that collections
of revenue from intercity road users fall considerably short of covering
the Governments' road costs; similar estimates on railroads and airports
were not made, though undoubtecly there are elements of public subsidy to
the users of these competing forms of transport. In none of the countries
do estimated road user charges cover as much as half of estimated govern-
ment road costs. The road user charges of each of the countries should
be increased with a view to assuring sound allocaticn of resources over
the long run; by how much would depend on a detailed study of costs and
their proper apportionment amor,g users in each country. In addition,
given the growing inter-relationship of road transport with economic
development of the region, such studies would best be made on a regional
basis and in any event should take account of the regional aspects of
transportation.

9. To summarize, the strategy of Common Market highway develop-
ment has four interlwcking objectives: (i) speed the integration of the
five countries and serve espanding intra-regional trade and stimulate
development; (ii) reduce transport costs and thus stimulate internal
market growth; (iii) open up new promising areas selected on the basis
of production potential; and, (iv) enable existing and new developing
agricultural areas to market thieir products (including exports) and to
obtain their inputs more quickly and cheaply. In the future, more em-
phasis should be placed on the latter two objectives than in the past.

Railroads

lO. Railroads were a principal carrier of traffic in the Central
American republics in the 19th and early 20th centuries. More recently
their relative importance has declined and probably will continue to do
so. All of the existing railroads in the region are narrow gauge,
relatively short line and shor-b haul carriers. Of the six railroads
serving the general public, four are owned and operated by governments
and only one serves more than one country. One railroad, privately-
owned, appears to be making a :Fair profit, although the El Salvador
Division of the other privately-owned railroad also shows a profit - in
part from revenues earned from a captive port. Two of the publicly-
owned railroads are just about breaking even or are showing slight
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operating profits and the remaining two require support from the govern-
ment budget. Total tonnage hauled by the six railroads declined by
13 percent from 1960 to 1965, despite the rapid expansion of production
and of foreign and regional trade, to a level of 2.5 million metric tons.
With few exceptions, the railroads are in poor physical condition although
motive power is fairly modern for most of the railroads. The rehabilita-
tion of these railroads would require heavy investment which appears diffi-
cult to justify on any economic basis. Neither public nor private ow.Tners

have any plans for other than minor investments in these railroads. Trans-
port service provided by trucks and buses is proving to be far more con-
venient to users than rail transport even where this exists. Because of
relatively short hauls and type of commodities, carriage by road is fully
as economic, or more so, than carriage by rail.

11. In these circumstances, it seems likely that consideration
should be given to abandonment of at least three of the railroads over the
next five years or so, and possibly to abandonment of all but one (or at
the most two) eventually. The timing for discontinuing operations will
need to be worked out on a case by case basis and with due regard for the
retraining or pensioning of the workers and for the capacity of road trans-
port to absorb the traffic still moving by rail.

Ports

12. Growth of foreign trade has resulted almost everywhere in port
congestion, which is a serious, hindrance to economic development. Each
of the five countries has plans, in various stages of study or preparation,
for the construction or major expansion of one or more deepwater ports.
Investment projected for severn deepwater port projects totals almost
CA$50 million for the five-year period 1966-1970 and would, when completed,
alleviate port congestion as well as provide for possible further growth
of traffic. In the past, port planning has been based mainly on national
considerations, but the removal of internal tariff barriers, and the adop-
tion of a uniform external. tariff makes it necessary to formulate further
plans on the basis of providirtg efficient service to the region. The
ports of Cutuco (El Salvaclor) and Corinto (Nicaragua) now serve the general
area of the Gulf of Fonseca arid Honduras plans to investigate the economic
feasibility of constructing a new port on the Gulf to replace its inneffi-
cient lighterage port at Amapala. Consequently the regional aspect will
need careful consideration in such a study. Regional considerations
should also be considered in the still tentative plans for a new deepwater
project on the Pacific coast of Guatemala; preliminary indications are
that the prospective traffic may not be sufficient to warrant the large
investment required, and the needs for such expansion should be reviewed
in the light of capacity now being expanded at the Salvadorean port of
Acajutla, not far away, and the overland transportation costs to Guatemala's
principal urban centers. The Atlantic ports of Matias de Galvez (Guatemala)
and Puerto Cortes (Honduras) are now being expanded; while each now serves
a separate and distinct hinterland, connecting roads between them would
widen the service areas of these ports (and the Guatemalan port of Barrios)
and provide opportunities to plan jointly for the most efficient use of
major Atlantic ports in both countries.



Air Transport

13. Domestic air transport in all of the countries, except
El Salvador where such service does not exist, has been important in
linking to the economy manry re;note areas not otherwise reached by
surface transportation. Traffic (in passenger miles) increased by about
15 percent in 1960-1965, but the air freight volume remained fairly
constant aS the highway network expanded. Air-strips in remote areas
are not surfaced and are poorl;y maintained; they need improvement and
better maintenance, since, even with expansion of the road network, air
service to many points will continue to be an important part of the
transport network. The CA$13 million projected for investment in air
transport in the 1966-1969 period is intended to improve these outlying
air-strips, as well as to imprDve the principal airports for large air-
craft.

14. International passenger mile traffic of the six air carriers
based in the region almost doubled between 1960 and 1965. Freight
trafLic on international flights also grew rapidly. Continued strong
demand for regional and international air services is expected. In
each country there is one airpDrt large enough to accommodate big jets,
although additional investment for improvement is required for some of
these. Additional investment also could make another airport in
Honduras suitable for regular service by large jets. None of these
six airfieLds is equipped for night flying. Excellent regional coopera-
tion in air service communications is provided by the Corporation for
Air Navigation Services (COCESNA), a joint regional organization estab-
lished and owned by the airlines. Regional air links are now inadequate
to meet theD rising demand for regional air travel stimulated by the
Common Market. This deficiency should be overcome as jet aircraft now
on order are put into operation. However, while international air
traffic is expected to increase sharply, it will be insufficient in
volume to permit the continued profitable operation of all six Central
American carriers with jet aircraft on order; hence excess capacity is
most likely to result. An alternative would be a regionally integrated
air transport operation through the pooling of services and equipment)
arranged through a consortium or merger. The airlines have been explor-
ing these possible avenues to cooperation since 1960 but thus far no
agreement has been reached on a course of action that would result in a
combined regional service. The six airlines should renew their efforts
to organize a regionally integrated operation. In the absence of such
an operation, it may well prove necessary for the public authorities to
seek a regional solution to assure adequate, efficient and profitable
regional air services.
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TRNSPORTATION

I3NTRODUCTION

1. Transport has played an especially important role in the economic
development of the five Central American countries because of the heavy
reliance of their economies on export crops, rising imports of basic raw
materials and manufactured goods and the opening up of new lands for
productive use. The characteristics of the transport systems of these
countries have been influenced to a large degree by the rugged terrain
of the region wjhich has added substantially to the costs of the surface
networks. Until quite recently, each country network - first the rail-
ways and later the highwars - developed almost entirely along national
lines. Generally their role was to link the production and population
concentrations on the Pacific slopes of the highlands with ports providing
outlets to international markets for agricultural exports. Established
in the 19tlh and early 20th centuries, the railroads developed ports as
necessary parts of their facilities for movement of export and import
commodities. These railway-port complexes were sufficient to meet the
transportation needs of each of the countries in those earlier years. As
traffic grew, the railroads proved inadequate to deal with the increased
volume and with the changing patterns of present and potential traffic.
With relatively short hauls ancd little bulk traffic to be moved, highway
transportation has steadily eroded rail traffic. Beginning in the 1920's
irn El Salvador, and a decade or two later in the other four countries,
road construction has permittedl the natural advantages of trucks and bus
transport to take effect fully. Today roads handle the bulk of traffic
in all of the countries. As highway networks are expanded and improved,
even greater dependence on highlway transport is projected for the future.
The railroads themselves are in serious difficulties and the ports they
own and operate are generally inefficient and seriously congested. With
the rising tide of exports and imports, major investments are needed to
modernize and expand public port facilities. Port congestion is becoming
a real bottleneck to economic development.

2. Air transport has played an important economic role linking
isolated communities and sparsely settled areas not served by surface
transport writh the mainstream of economic life. Intraregional scheduled
air services are not adequate to meet the growing demand for them, spurred
on as a result of the formation of the Common Market. Of growing importance
have been the international air services providing rapid transportation
to the countries north and south of the Isthmus.

3. Until relatively recently the one major exception to the develop-
ment of surface transport alor,g strictly national lines was the Interamerican
Highway. This now extends somie 2,000 kilometers from the Mexican border
with Guatemala in the north to the Panamanian border in the south and is
still the main, and in some cases the only, surface transport link tying
the five countries together. With this exception, until the latter part

of the l950's virtually no attention was paid to the regional aspects of
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surface transportation. Before that, intraregional trade was virtually
nonexistent. Only one of Central America's railroads crosses a national
boundary and serves the traffic of more than one country.

L. With the establishment of the Common Market and the elimination
of most trade barriers among the five countries, intraregional trade has
grown rapidly. The tonnage of intraregional trade increased from about
220,000 metric tons in 1962 to 664,ooo metric tons in 1964; in value,
trade doubled from CA Pesos 50 million to CA Pesos 105 million in the same
period, and to CA Pesos 136 million in 1965. Prospects are that the rate
of increase of intraregional trade in the future will be slower. Even
if this traffic doubled over the next ten years, total volume would still
be relatively small. Nevertheless, the construction of transport routes
across national boundaries is assuming greater importance to facilitate
the exchange of goods and services within the region. The drive to indus-
trialize to supply the regional market is placing new demands on transport.
The regional transport network is serving a rising volume of exports to
and imports from outside the Ccmmon M4arket; a portion of this trade moves
across national boundaries.

',. Concurrent with the demand for regional interconnections are the
pressures to open up new areas hitherto unserved by surface transport. It
is only in the last decade that, feeder and penetration roads have become
an integral part of highway planning and construction. With the need to
link the more developed westerr. regions with Atlantic ports and the oppor-
tunities and pressures for developing new lands on the Atlantic side of
the continental divide, roads toward the east and north to servie new
production areas are being constructed and planned. El Salvador, with no
coast on the Atlantic and little land for further development, already has
in being a road network that pretty well serves the entire country. This
is not true of the other four countries, each of which has important areas
of virgin land yet to be developed.

6. To summ,arize, highways and ports will increasingly be called upon
to serve the traditional and growing export-import traffic of the individual
Central American countries. GrowJing regional trade will demand more and
better regional roads. Population and production pressures call for pene-
tration roads to open up new lands for productive use. The Common Market
has already stimulated the growth of regional travel and this will increase
with more businessmen operating in more than one of the five countries.
The role of domestic air transport will continue to be important to reach
otherwise inaccessible communities, and international air traffic will
continue to increase as economtLes of the five Common Market countries
grow. Given the need of the Central American countries to develop their
internal economies industrially as well as in agriculture while at the same
time expanding and diversifying their export sectors, investment in transport
wiU1 continue to demand and receive a high priority for the five countries
and for the region as a whole.



I. ROADS

A. Recent Development

7. Except for the road network in El Salvador and the Interamerican
Highway, it was not until after World War II that the Central American
Republics initiated large road construction programs. Aided by external
lending organizations such as the Bank, all five countries planned and
carried out major road construction programs in the 1950's spurred on by
th,s need to develop the agricultural potential of their economies, particu-
larly for export crops. From 1953 to 1965, paved and all-weather roads in
Central America more than doubled in length, reaching a total of almost
23,000 kilometers by the end of 1965, as shown in the tabulation below.
The annual increase in terms of kilometers averaged 11 percent for the
region. The most rapid development rate took place in Nicaragua (17 percent
yearly), followed closely by El Salvador and Costa Rica (13 - 14 percent
annually). In contrast, despite their pressing needs, Guatemala and
Honduras were unable to expand their road systems at a rate anything like
that of the other countries, achieving an annual rate of increase of only
5 - 6 percent. Their needs were no less than those of the other countries;

Paved and all-weather roads

(thousend kilometers) Average Annual
Country 1953 1965 Percentage Increase

Guatemala 4.4 7.6 6

El Salvador 1.5; 4.3 14

Honduras 1.6 2.7 5

Nicaragua 1.0 3.1 17

Costa Rica 1.8 4.9 13

Total 10.2 22.6 11

but Guatemala was held back by political uncertainty as well as lack of
projects suitable for foreigri credits. In Honduras the level of public
savings was low during most of the period and political instability was
reflected in weakness in planning and execution. These factors resulted
in construction efforts inadequate to the needs of these countries.

B. Construction expenditures since 1960 have varied considerably
from year to year, depending in large part on the rate of progress and
scheduling of works financed abroad, but only in Costa Rica and N4icaragua
nave they shown a steadily riszng trend. Total construction outlays (in-
cluding feeder or local roads) during 1960-1965 averaged about CA Pesos
25 million annually for the region as a whole, the amounts by countries
are as follows:
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Total
Construction Outlays Percentage

1'960 - 1965 1/ Financed with
Country (million CA nesos) External Funds

Guatemala 38 57

El Salvador 23 40

Honduras 31 62j

Nicaragua 32 21

Costa Rica 26 4

Total 150 44 Z

11 Period includes 1959/60 for Guatemala and Nicaragua.
2j' Percentage based on 1961-1965 data for Honduras.

Foreign financing, accompanied by technical assistance in planning and
executing road programs, played. a leading role in most countries in carrying
forward this program of construction. With the exception of Nicaragua,
where such coverage was about cne-fifth, the other countries ranged from
about 40-60 percent, and the general average of foreign financing was
about 44 percent.

9. With few exceptions, the existing basic network of paved and
all-weather roads is still concentrated on the Pacific slopes (see mlap I).
The main roads leading to the Atlantic coast are the Atlantic Highway in
Guatemala, and the W,estern and iNorth roads to Puerto Cortes in Honduras.
The major increases in utilization of land for agricultural production
from 1952 to 1963 - mainly of coffee, cotton, bananas and sugar - occurred
in the areas served by the present road network (see Map II). With the
growth of production and trade, including a rising volume of intra-regional
trade, there is continued pressure on the present network of trunk roads
to serve efficiently the growing traffic and there are increased needs to
construct major arteries or to improve those which are no longer adequate
for growing volumes of traffic. Moreover, as older areas are developed
and population increases,development of new lands and outlets for production
is becoming urgent. Construction of penetration roads into areas should
be undertaken where adequate and clearly justifying information is available
on the natural resources of the area to be developed; increased agricultural
credit and technical services are also necessary for achievement of good
economic returns. A major deficiency of the road construction programs in
the past has been the slowness in building up feeder and penetration roads
in-bo isolated or inadequately served areas. Not until recent years have
the five countries begun to include these low grade but essential roads as
an integral part of road investment plans to an important degree. As of
the end of 1965, as showin in the tabulation below;, the region had barely
34,000 kilometers of feeder roads.



Kilometers of Feeder Roads
(in thousands)

Planned
Country 1965 1966-69

Guatemala
(includes unpaved 9.5 n.a.
secondary roads and
private roads)

El Salvador 4.7 n.a.

Honduras
(includes secondary roads) 2.3 0.7

Nicaragua
(includes second class 5.1 1.1
departmental roads)

Costa Rica 12.0 0.6
(includes dry season
local roads)

Total 33.6 2.4 plus

10. Each of the country road investment plans from 1966 through 1969
proposes some expenditures for extending the feeder network, and additional
outlays on penetration roads. Except in El Salvador, the mission considers
that investment plans after 19069 (before which the pattern is largely
deterrnined by ongoing or projects well advanced in planning and studies)
should give greatly increased emphasis to penetration roads to open up
potentially productive new areas. However, the mission emphasizes that
these roads should be constructed only after soils and timber surveys
of given areas have been compLeted and have established that a sound basis
for the location of likely and1 economically justified development exists.

B. Road Investment Plans

The Regional Network

11. Over the last decade, the five Governments have discussed the
possibility of a program of construction of regional or integration roads,
to form part also of their national road programs. In 1963, a list of 13
roads were designated as "integration roads"', marked by the symbol 1"C.A.",
at a special joint meeting of the Ministers of Economy and of Public Works
and the Directors General of the Roads Departments of the five countries,
and it was recommended to the several governments to carry out the necessary
studies and construction according to a specified schedule. 1-hile it is
not possible to define exactly what are the criteria for an integration
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road, the t1C.A." or integration roads concentrated on those which would
increase the ease of automotive transport between countries, link principal
consumption and industrial prodluction centers more effectively, establish
adequate routes to ocean ports in the north and east so as to facilitate
exports, to link agricultural zones (both present and potential) with
consuming centers and export markets. In addition, given the less developed
status of Ifonduras and its central geographical position in the region,
special consideration was and is being given to providing that country
with a basic network of highways and to diversify and increase its connec-
tions with neighboring countries. The basis for the selection of these
roads was established by the Central American Bank for Regional Integration
(CABEI) and the Secretaria de :rntegracion Economica Centroamericana (SECGA),
following a 1959 study of regional roads made by the Economic Cooperation
Comraittee of the Central American Isthmus which in turn drewr heavily on
a study made by the United Nations technical assistance experts in 1953.

12. The CA integration roads have a combined length of 5,258 kilometers.
Over half (3,0&O kilometers) have been constructed, almost 1,500 kilometers
are now under construction and about 750 kilometers are still to be under-
taken. The integration roads include key roads in each of the five
countries. Most of the C.A. roads (see Hap I) are located in the three
northern countries; in Costa Rica, the only C.A. road is the Interamerican
Highway (CA-1). All but the Atlantic Highway in Guatemala (CA-9) and the
Interocear. Highway in Honduras (CA-5) cross one or more national boundaries.
The TSC study estimated that tile cost to complete the necessary construction
and betterment of the C.A. roads after 1964 would amount to almost CA pesos
120 million of which 45 millioin would be for the Interamerican Highway (CA-1).
A major portion of the expendibures is programmed to take place in the five
years 1966-1969; while the data are subject to error, Government plans
would call for expenditures of CA pesos 116 million in this period though
the mission would estimate CA aesos 97 million as more likely.

13. W:rhile the general economic importance of the C.A. roads is
difficult to question, and no specific priorities among them lJere established,
there are a few instances in whlich the prospective traffic loads and economic
benefits do not appear to warrant giving them regional significance, even
though they may be parts of a route crossing intra-regional boundaries.
The mission refers particularly to CA-l1, which runs from Vado Hondo in
Guatemala via Copan to La Entrada in Honduras, and from Santa Rosa de Copan
to Marcala in Honduras and CA-?, which runs from San Miguel in El Salvador
to Villa San Antonio in Honduras. Their benefits are doubtful, as indicated
below and their construction and/or betterment should be postponed until
their economic justification cLearly supports the expenditures involved.
In contrast, the Atlantic Highway (the Rama Road) in Nicaragua and the
Cartago-Limon Road in Costa Rica, giving access by road from the Central
Plateau in the Atlantic coast, are not included in the integration road
program. In terms of development potential and of providing a major road
connection to a major development area of the Costa Rican and also of the
Central American economy, the :Latter project probably deserves a high
priority in the immediate years ahead in the Central American regional
highway program. Given the changing scene of economic development in
Central America, resulting in part from varying external economic influences,
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and in part from the effects on the regional pattern of development flowing
from the removal of trade barriers as well as the developmental policies
of the several countries, there is little doubt that the composition of
the netvwork of integration roads and the relative priorities should be
reviewed and revised periodically. So too will it be well to review and
revise plans for the national road systems, particularly as population
and production centers shift and new areas of land come forward to be
developed.

]h4. Only a brief description of the C.A. roads is presented here (a
surmmary tabulation is given in Table 1).

Ch-i, The Interamerican Highway, extends 2,000 kilometers from
the Guatemala-llexico border in the north to the Costa Rica-Panama border
ln the south. Its constructior. began over 39 years ago and is largely
completed. The United States Bureau of Public Roads (USBPR) usually
covers two-thirds of the construction costs with grants and the countries
pay the remaining one-third of the section in their territories (in some
cases with proceeds of Export-Import BanK loans). The countries are
responsible for maintaining the road. CA-i connects all of the capitals
of the Central American countries except Tegucigalpa, which is tied in
by a 97 kilometer branch road. Despite its age and the relatively low
standards to wlhich it was originally constructed, the Interarnerican
Highway remains the chief arterial route in Central America. It is in
good condition except for three sections: 264 kilometers in Northern
Guatemala which is now being paved; a short stretch in Nicaragua which
:is also being repaved; and 330 kilometers from Cartago, Costa Rica to the
Panamanian border, requiring betterment and paving for which USBPR and
Export-Import Bank financing h&Ls been arranged. The Central American
Integration Bank, in October 1966, made a loan from its Integration Fund
to construct the first 19 kilonleters of the 41 kilometer complete re-
routing of CA-1 between El Coco and San Ramon in Costa Rica.

CA-2, The Northern Section of the Pacific Coastal Highway (often
referred to as the Littoral Highway), runs south from the Pjlexico-Guatemala
border roughly parallel to CA-]. but closer to the Pacific Ocean, through
El Salvador to Sirama. Except for some bridges between Escuintla and
Taxisco in Guatemala which need widening, the road is in excellent condition
and is fully paved. This road has greatly speeded up important agricultural
development on the coastal plains of both El Salvador and Guatemala. In
El Salvador' particularly,it has provided a backbone from which productive
feeder roads have been extended in the last decade (see Map II).

CA-3, The Southern Section of the Pacific Coastal Highway, runs
from Choluteca in Honduras through Puente Real in Nicaragua and would
thus provide the links for through routes from the interior and north of
Honduras to the south coast and interior of Nicaragua. The section from
Puente Real south to Leon and Mlanagua in Nicaragua is already constructed.
Nicaragua is now constructing -Jhe section from Puente Real to the Honduras
boundary. Honduras plans -to s-tart constructing the section from the border
to Choluteca in 1968; the miss-Lon considers that this project should be
completed without delay so that full benefits of this road can be realized.
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CA-4, The Western Hihway, will link the Pacific port of Libertad
(as well as Acajutla via other roads) with San Pedro Sula in Honduras and
Puerto Cortes on the Atlantic, thus providing an interocean route. Cons-
truction in Honduras is virtually complete and has greatly stimulated
agricultural development along its route (see Map II). The remaining
sections to be constructed and the paving of the entire route from Chamele-
con to the El Salvador border is scheduled to begin in 1967 with the
assistance of a, Bank loan. El Salvador is expected to complete major better-
ment of CA-4 within its territcry in 1967.

CA-5, The Interocean Highway of Honduras, from the Interamerican
Highway close to the Gulf of FcOnseca on the Pacific through the capital,
Tegucigalpa, and north to San 1'edro Sula and Puerto Cortes. The section
from Tegucigalpa-and Potrerilleos (the North Road) has high priority and
will be rebuilt completely.

CA-6, Honduras to Nicaragua, runs from Tegucigalpa. through Danli
and Ocotal to Yalaguna on CA-l in Nicaragua and will provide a route from
Tegucigalpa to Nicaragua some L3 kilometers shorter than CA-i.

CA-7, between El Salvador to Honduras, runs from the Interamerican
Highway east of San Miguel in l Salvador through San Francisco Gotera and
Marcala in Honduras connecting with CA-5 (the North Road) at Villa San
Antonio. While it would link En isolated but unpromising area.in Honduras
with El Salvador, and provide L connection for eastern El Salvador with
Puerto Cortes, it is not a major highway and its general contribution to
economic development appears relatively low; it should not be undertaken
until more adequate economic justification is developed.

CA-8, between Guatemala and El Salvador, will complete a short-
cut from El Molino on CA-1 in Guatemala. to La Cuchilla on CA-i in El
Salvador (via Sonsonate); section from Guatemalan border to Ahua.chapan
in El Salvador remains to be inmproved.

CA-9, the Atlantic Hi.ghway, is a. major trunk road wholly in
Guatemala and is completed and paved.

CA-10, between Guatemala and Hondura.s, will connect CA-9 in
Guatemala at Rio Hondo with CA--4 in Honduras at Nueva. Ocotepeque; it will
provide El Salvador with an alternate route to the Atlantic (Puerto Matias
Galvez in Guatemala); construction is to be completed by 1969.

CA-li, between Guaternala and Honduras, is in two sections:
Vado Hondo (Guatemala) via Copam (Honduras) to La Entrada (Honduras);
and from Santa Rosa de Copan (lIonduras) to Marcala. (Honduras). The
Marcala portion would pass through unpromising country. The route a.s
a. whole should be given a low priority since traffic generated would be
light and it does not provide alccess to promising new land (see Map III).

CA-12 will connect northern El Salvador with roads leading to
Atlantic ports in Guatemala.and Honduras.
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CA-13 would connect the two Atlantic ports of Barrios in Guatemala
and Cortes in Honduras. Although Honduras is working on the section to
the Guatemala border, as of mid-1966, Guatemala had not yet accepted the
classification of this road as having regional significance and had no
plans to construct its portion from the Honduran boundary.

15. IUith the exceptions nc,ted above, the C.A. roads generally warrant
high priority in the national rc.ad investment plans and doubtless would
have been incorporated even if they had not received the designation of
integration roads. The construction of C.A. integration roads contained
in the 1966-1969 road investment, programs of the five countries constitutes
an important part of the road investment plans in the region. The idssion
projections of probable expenditures on C.A. roads as a percentage of
projected total national 1966-69) roads investment expenditures, by countries
in the region, are shown below:

Country Percentage

CGuatemala 29

El Salvador 41

Honduras 69

Nicaragua 26

Costa Rica 31

Regional To-tal 43

Source: Tables 21-25.

Regional Road Financing

16.. An important source for financing the regional road construction
program is the Integration Fund of the Central American Bank for Economic
Integration (CABEI). After the United States Government, following the
visit of President Kennedy to Csntral America early in 1963, offered to
assist in financing a fund for central American economic integration, the
five Governments and the United States agreed that this fund, at least in
its first stages, should be used to finance the improvement or construction
of the roads in the Central American system. The Integration Fund, from
which CABEI makes sub-loans to the individual Governments, was initially
established at US$ 42 million of which US$35 million equivalent has been
provided by a US AID loan and the remaining US$7 million equivalent by
the five countries. Road sub-loans totalling US$30 million (of which US$5
million equivalent are from the countries) ;jere conmiitted from the Fund in
the latter part of 1966. The distribution of the remaining US$12 million
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in the Fund is scheduled for adcdtional highways but the allocation to
individual projects has not yet been decided. Moreover the sum may be
expanded into a larger program. The tabulation below indicates the
countries, and the designation of the roads for which the sub-loans were
made.

Country and Amount of Loan

Regional (millions of

Designation Kms. CA pesos)

Guatemala 1/
None El Rancho - Santa Elena 49 4.2

E-L Salvador
CA-1 Cutuco - Goascoran 43 1.9
CA-1 Portezuela - La Cuchilla 44 2.9

Honduras
None Tela - La Ceiba 106 8.8

CA-3 El Truinfo - Nicaraguan boundary 2/ 13 0.7

Nicaragua
CA-3 Puente Real - Honlduras boundary 44 3.9
CA-6 Ocotal - Hondura, boundary 24 2.8

Costa Rica
CA-1 El Coco - NIaranjo 3/ 22 4.7

Total 345 30.0

1/ First section of 129 km. long El Rancho - Coban road project.
2/ Section of 52 km. road from Choluteca to Nicaraguan boundary.
3/ Section of 42 km. long San Ramon - El Coco road project.

17. CABEI's financing, which covered all of the eligible cost of the
projects, included two roads not previously included in the official in-
tegration list, one in Guatemala (El Rancho-Santa Elena) and the other in
Honduras (Tela-La Ceiba), but considered by CABEI to be of regional importance.
The aIlocation of the remaining US$12 million from the Integration Fund is
also envisaged by CABEI for highways, but the allocations have not yet been
determined.
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18. Disbursement from the US$30 million for sub-loans are scheduled
to begin early in 1967; (in some cases for reimbursement of outlays already
being made). CABEI loans are usually equivalent to 100 percent estimated
project cost and the terms are favorable, with interest at 3.5 percent per
aruium and amortization within a period of 25 years (including a grace
period of 7 years) (although the first such loans had a repayment period
of 30 years wTith 10 years of grace). While these terms are intended to
stimulate the construction of the integration road program, they naturally
give cause for strong preference on the part of ministries to obtain financing
from CkBEI instead of utilizing other sources lending on more conventional
terms. Substantial portions of the Central American regional system are
being improved or constructed with assistance from IBRD-IDA, DB, USBPR (U.S.
Bureau of Public Roads) and EXIMBANK and more will be required to help
finance the probable CA pesos 9D million or more required to complete the
or:iginal integration network.

19. Neither CABEI nor SIECA has established an order of priority
among the thirteen integration routes. Each country decides which project
it wishes to submit to CABEI for financing. Each road loan application to
CA13EI incorporates comaplete engineering plans and an economic justification.
Ioan applications submitted initially for financing from the Integration
Fund required more funds than CABEI had available. CABEI has reviewed the
applications and in the first round of loan approvals selected projects on
which studies were most complete, giving consideration also to appropriate
distribution among the several countries.

National Road Investment Plans

20. In 1964, all of the Central American countries prepared road
investment programs for the period 1965-1969. The expenditures planned
for construction and betterment were, in most cases, two to three times as
large as the sums spent in the period 1961-1965. The programs envisaged
that foreign financing woul-d at least cover the foreign exchange cost
estimated to be at least 60 percent of the cost of the programs. However,
based on actual outlays in 1965' and estimated investments in 1966, which
fell considerably short of original targets, it became clear that the original
plans could not be fulfilled. Hence all five countries' investment programs
-woere revised by the Road Departments of each country. Even these, however,
reflect a tendenc,y for shortfa-ls in outlays in a given year to be added
*to the program for the next year or so, further distorting the plan targets
or, if newr projects are beg-un, requiring a stretch-out of all projects.
Better planning would call for postponing some of the new projects not yet
started until the projects initiated earlier were completed or had advanced
sufficiently to release technical and financial resources required for
expeditious execution of the new project.

21. Even the revised road plans for 1966-1969, hoywever, call for
very substantial increases over the level of annual investment outlays in
the preceding four years, more than triple on the whole, as shown in the
follmoing tabulation. The increases are especially large in Guatemala,
Honduras and Costa Rica.
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(millions of CA pesos)
Actual Planned

Investment Investment
Outlays Outlays

Country 1961 - 1965 1966 - 1969

Guatemala 24j 95

El Salvador 15 45

Honduras 20 68

Nicaragua 21 57

Costa Rica 21 68

Total 101 333

j Adjusted to include one-half of fiscal 1961-1962.
Road Department plan for 196-6-1967, and Xission estimate for 1968-1969.

Source: National Roads Departments

22. These programs are not likely to be achieved. The main reasons
may be listed as follows:

a. inadequate procedutres and insufficient experienced governmental
administrative staff to process the greatly enlarged programs;

b. insufficient capacity of the roads departments to plan, design
and supervise such, large construction programs;

c. in some cases, too small and inadequately financed and in-
experienced local construction firms;

d. putting-out for bids construction packages too small to
interest international contractors;

e. inability of force account to execute construction;

f. shortages of local. currency in some countries; and

g. slow progress in negotiating and ratifying foreign loans.

23. The mission has made projections of investment outlays likely
to be attainable in each of the countries from 1966 through 1969. In doing
so, it has taken account of operative and administrative capacity of the
public authorities concerned, the status of preparation of projects for
financing and execution, the status of existing financial conmlitments,
the desirability of completing existing projects before new ones are under-
taken, judgement as to relative priorities of various projects, the
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possibilities of using large construction organizations and international
consultants to carry out programs; the overall expenditures for 1966-1969
projected by the mission are about 30 percent less than the total of the
five governments' revised road programs:

1966 - 1969
Government plan Mission projection

Country (millions of CA pesos)

Guatemala 95 48

El Salvador 45 40

lHonduras 68 53

Nlicaragua 57 51

Costa Rica 68 51

Total 333 243

Road Department plan for 1966-67, and mission estimates for 1968-69.

In Guatemala, the reduction is about 50 percent, but in the other countries
the reduction ranges from about 10 percent to 25 percent. Yet the total
projection of the mission, CA pesos 238 million, would be more than double
the actual expenditures in the preceding four years, and in each country,
the increase would be at least 100 percent, being higher in Honduras
(177 percent) and Costa Rica (143 percent). These increases, as indicated
in the discussion of country programs below, will require much better organ-
ization, procedures and effort than before on the part of all the countries,
and is likell, to strain their capacities to the utmost.

Guatemala road program

24. Guatemala's planned road investment for 1966 - 1969 totalling
CA pesos 96 million would almost quadruple its road expenditures actually
made from 1962-1965. The objectives of tlhs program are threefold: 1) expand
and improve the trunk sy-stem of paved and all-weather roads which now
consists of three major highways - the Interamerican Highway, the Inter-
ocean Highway and the Pacific IHighway; 2) improve or construct the integration
roads in its territory - CA-2, CA-8, CA-10, CA-l1 and CA-123 and 3) mount
two large programs of feeder and penetration roads - one by the Roads
Department and the undeveloped Peten forest area penetration roads by the
Army. About 22 percent of the Government planned program is allocated to
C.A. integration roads, about h1O percent to national roads and the remainder
to feeder roads and other essential activities such as studies, foreign
consultants and maintenance equipment. If they could be realized, these
objectives would contribute to Guatemala's economic development. Most of
the projects planned by the Roads Department are based on sound economic



criteria. Exceptions are the Coban - Chisec - Chinaja project, the lMendez
Sebol - Chisec project (both in the southern Peten), and CA-ll, Jocatan -
Camotan; neither projected traffic nor penetration to new areas of production
warrant the construction of these roads until the 1970's at the earliest.
Even when these projects are deleted from the 1966-1969 road investment
plan, the total projected for the four year period is very large. Judging
from past performance, and taking into account the physical limitations
of capacity detailed above as well as fiscal constraints, the judgement of
the mission is that the most that Guatemala will be able to spend on its
road program is about 50 million CA pesos between 1966 and the end of 1969.
Even this reduced program will strain Guatemala's road building capacity.
Heavy reliance will have to be placed on international consultants and
contractors if the lower level of investments projected by the mission is
to be achieved.

25.. The mission regards the El Rancho - Coban road (except the paving)
an(d the San Julian - El Estor - San Felipe and Morales - Puerto Mendez
projects as having a priority second only to the purchase of maintenance
equipment. High priority is also attached by the mission to the feeder and
penetration road projects designed to tap or to encourage new settlement
and agricultural production. Even so, the mission believes that construction
of the planned penetration and feeder road projects will stretch beyond
1969. The same is true of the integration road projects including the re-
habilitation of the Interamerican Highway. The following tabulation suimnarizes
the Government planned road investment by years to the period 1966-1969 and
the mission projected investment; a detailed comparison project by project
is shown in Table 21.

1966 1967 1968 1969 Total
(millions of CA pesos)

Government Planned 8.5 27.1 29.5 30.3 95.4

Mission Projected 8.3 12.3 13.5 14.1 48.2

El Salvador Road Program

26. Unlike the other four Common INIarket countries, El Salvador
started building roads in the 1920's and its network now reaches virtually
into all of the regions of this small country. The two major east - west
highwavs (CA-1 and CA-2) are intersected by four trunk routes running north-
south. Except for feeder and farm to market roads, with few exceptions
El Salvador's basic road network is virtually completed. I4uch of the
1966-1969 program published by the Government in 1965 calls for major
betterments on existing routes rather than for new construction because of
the very rapid increase in traffic on key routes in recent years. (In some
cases increases have been 20 to 40 percent per year.) Work is being completed
on the following roads, which have regional significance: CA-4, Tejutla to
the Honduran boundary to cormect; with the Western Highway in Honduras;
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Santa Tecla - La Libertad (the continuation of this road to the Pacific
port); and San Salvador to the Fort of Acajutla.

27. The Government has revised the two years 1966-1967 of its
earlier five year program and is currently revising the investment plans
for '968 and 1969. Taking acccunt of the operative capacity of the Roads
Department, the mission has prcjected sums for 1966 and 1967 somewhat
lower t1an Government planned investment for these two years, mainly on
the national roads, assuming that the Pbadss Department will rely on inter-
national consultants to assist it. The totals of the Government planned
road investment for the years 1966 and 1967 and mission projected annual
total investments through 1969 are as follows; a road by road comparison
is shown in Table 22.

1966 1967 1968 1969 Total
.. (millions of CA pesos)

(;overnment Planned 8.5 13.5 n.a. n.a. n.a.

Hission Projected 6.7 10.2 11.9 11.5 40.3

cIonduras Road Program

28. Until the mid-fifties, the road network of Honduras consisted
largely of a road north from Tegucigalpa toward the Atlantic and one
leading south from the capital city to the Pacific Port of San Lorenzo.
Transversing this was the 151 kilometers of CA-1, the Interamerican Highway
from the El Salvador to the Nicaraguan boundaries. In recent years the
Western Highway, from San Pedro Sula to the El Salvador boundary, the
Eastern Highway from Tegucigalpa to Santa i4aria, and the Olancho Highway
extending north and east oi Tegucigalpa have been added. The goals of the
Honduran 1966-1969 roads inves1;ment plan are to extend and improve this
bazic network, to continue the construction of feeder roads to open up
promising new land for agricultural purposes to the north and east of the
capital, and to construct the eight integration roads assigned to the
country. The construction of the integration roads would constitute well
over half of the CA pesos 68 m:illion planned for road investment over the
period 1966-1969. `e)re is little question of the need for all of the roads
included in the 1966-1$ ,69 Government investment plan. But taking into
account past performance and the capacities of the Roads Department, even
with heavy reliance on international consultants and contractors, it is
doubtful whether the planned investment program can be achieved in full.
i4ission projected investment as to what might be realized over the four-year
period through 1959 is CA pesos 53 million. Honduras' road program for
1966-1969 will be the largest in Central America.

2'3. A critical feature o: even the reduced program is that it will
require an increase in annual construction expenditures from levels of
CA pesos h and 5 million annually in 1965 and 1966 (and a peak of
CA pesos 6 million in 1960), to levels of 13 to 18 million annually in
1967-1969. The great bulk of bhis increase will associate with two Bank
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financed projects, the Western Highway construction and paving, and the
North Road (Tegucigalpa - Potrerillos), that alone will result in annual
outlays ranging betwseen CA pesos 8 to 11 million between 1967 and 1969.
Also contributing importantly to the high level of total outlays -will be
tl!o other foreign-financed projects, the North Coast road, and the farm-to-
market roads; these twIo projects will bring construction expenditures on
the four projects named to between CA pesos 11 to 16 million in the years
1967-1969, in 1968, expenditures on these four projects will amount to
90 percent of the program in taat year.

3o. Clearly, to attain these sharply increased levels will require
heavy reliance on the use of international consultants and contractors
which the authorities are willing to do. Moreover, it will require improve-
ment in government procedures and practices in order to speed up the processing
and administration of contracts for these large projects which in the past
have been limiting factors on ;qork progress.

31. In reviewing the program, the mission considered the following
projects to have high priority during the next few years: the reconstruc-
tion of the North Road; construction on portions of the Western Highway
and its paving; completion of JA-3 from Choluteca to the Nicaraguan border;
construction on CA-6 from DanEl to the Nicaraguan border; the North Coast
Road project; and the feeder rDads. In view of the size of the overall
program, some CA roads, plannel by the Government for 1968 and 1969,
should be deferred to 1970 or after: on CA-7 and 10 because they are not
major trunk roads; on CA-li ani 1lA because of low economic priority; and
oni CA-13 (Puerto Cortes to Guatemalan border) because it will not yield
full benefits unless Guatemala constructs the connecting road on its side.
Construction on the North Coast Highway is likely to take longer than
originally expected. Construction of the Juticalpa - Puerto Castilla
Road should be postponed unless a firm decision is taken to proceed wqith
the Olancho pulp and paper mill project now under study. A comparison of
mission projections, project by project, with the Government plans for
1966-1969, is shown in Table 23; a comparison of the annual totals follows:

1966 1967 1968 1969 Total
(millions of CA pesos )

Government Plan 5.0 19.9 19.8 22.9 67.6

Nlission Projection 5.0 12.8 17.8 17.0 52.6

Nicaragua Road Program

32. iNicaragua has more kilometers of highway relative to population
than other Central American ccuntries, but fewer relative to its land area.
Existing roads are concentrated on the Pacific slopes and only one, the
Rama Road, stretches toward the Atlantic . Unlike Guatemala, Honduras
and Costa Rica, Nicaragua has no deepwater port on the Atlantic, although,
as indicated below, a study of' the need and possible location of such a
port on the Atlantic is now proceeding with U. N. Development Program
assistance.
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:33. The major highways of the country are CA-1, the Interamerican
Highway, the Littoral Highway between Nanagua and the Port of Corinto;
and the Rama Road. Nicaragua's objectives for its 1966-1969 road program
are to provide two more trunk Links to Honduras (CA-3 and CA-6), to improve
and extend towards the north and east its basic network of paved and all-
weather roads, and to launch al additional series of feeder and penetration
roads extending north and east to serve new and potential pockets of
agricultural production. In addition, the plan includes a major penetration
road to be started in 1969; this would run some 400 kilometers northeast
from Las Pilercedes to the town of Rio Tuma and eventually to Jiloa in the
northeast corner of the country. However, not enough is known about the
soils in the areas north and east of the country to justify a penetration
road into this virgin country.

34. Nicaragua's road planning appears well defined for 1966 and 1967
but is far less so for the years 1968 and 1969. Slippages in the investment
programs for 1965 appear to have been added to plans for 1966 with an
increase from actual expenditures in 1965 of CA pesos 6.4 million to
CAt pesos 14.6 million in 1966. The peak of the Government's planned road
investments would occur in 1967 when expenditures would reach CA pesos 20.9
million, a level three times as high as that in 1965, the best previous
recent year. Thereafter, owing to the lack of project planning, they would
drop to CA pesos 10.3 million in 1968 and 11.2 million in 1969.

35. A little less than one-fourth of the four-year investment program
of the Government is for integration roads, with another fourth for the
improvement and extension of the national network. Almost two-fifths of
the program is allocated to fEeder and penetration roads and the remainder
to maintenance equipment and miscellaneous but essential activities. The
large bulge in the Government investment plan in 1967 is caused in part
by the CA pesos 8.0 million programmed for the feeder roads under the
"milc project" (Plan Lechero) in the region of Matagalpa, financed by IDB.
However, it is most likely that expenditures on this project will peak in
1968 and the mission's estimaties reflect this slippage. Other adjustments
included in the mission's projections are in two of the regional roads,
CA-I and CA-3, and in the selj'-help penetration roads, all of which will
take longer to do than is shown in the Government plan. Pending more
knowledge of soils and potential development in the north and east, mission
projections postpone till after 1969 the beginning of construction of the
major penetration road to the northeast from Matigos to El Cabo.

36. The road investment expenditures projected by the mission in
the light of operative capacity to plan and construct roads, would
provide a lower but steadier and sustained build-up than that envisaged
in the Government's plan. Greater efforts are needed in Nicaragua to
prepare feasibility and other studies to maintain an effective ongoing
program of road investment after 1969. The Government investment plan
and mission projections (compared in detail in Table 24) are summarized
as follows:



1966 1967 1968 1969 Total
(millions of CA pesos)

Government plan 14.6 20.9 10.3 11.2 57.0

Lission projections 11.9 13.6 12.0 13.1 50.8

Costa Rica road program

37. The present roads network of this most southern of the
Common Market countries is based on the Interamerican Highway that runs
about 700 kilometers northwest - southeast from the border with Nicaragua
to the Panamanian border. Spurs serve the li'icoyan Peninsula in the
northwest and there is a substantial network of roads of various classes
serving the Central Plateau. New construction is pushing towards the
ultapped agriculture regions in the north and east to the Atlantic,
a:Lthough, as yet, there is no road linking the important Atlantic coast
region of Limon with the rest of the country. Systematic planning for
the construction of a roads system adequate to Costa Ricats development
requirements was initiated with Plan Vial I in 1962. Financed by the
Bank and IDA, and also AID, this program sought to balance the construc-
tion of all-weather roads with feeder roads (some financed by IDB) designed
not only to link existing production areas with markets but also to open
up new lands with promising potential. The Government has prepared a
draft of Plan Vial II that it proposes to implement beginning in 1969.
This is an enlargement and extension of Plan Vial I and wJould appear to
be suitable for external financing. Completion of major rebuilding of
the southern section of the Interamerican Highway to the Panamanian
border is also planned. The Highway Department's revised program for
1966-1969 calls for total outlays of CA pesos 68 million, and would
raise expenditures from an estimated CA pesos 10 million in 1966 (compared
with a high of CA pesos 7 million in 1965) to CA pesos 22 million in 1969.
Such an overall increase is over-ambitious.

33. Instead of completing Plan Vial I expeditiously and thereby
reaping the full development benefits the expenditures would bring,
Costa Rica has launched additional projects that have strained its road
planning and construction capabilities to the detriment of ongoing projects.
Over 400 kilometers of major reconstruction and betterment for the Inter-
american Highway comprises one-fourth of the total investment planned by
the Government for the period 1966-1969. Preliminary work has begun on
the complete realignment and construction of a new 42-kilometer link on
CA-1 (the Interamerican Highway) between El Coco and San Ramon, and a
loan from CABEI's Integration Fund has recently been obtained for a
23-kilometer section of this road (El Coco - Naranjo), but without firm
assurance that funds will beccme available for the remaining portion of
the link needed to make the project viable. The San Ramon - El Coco
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highway would provide a modern alternate route to a tortuous, heavily
traveled existing section of the Interamerican Highway. Its benefits
would consist mainly of reduction of travel costs and time from San Jose
t;o the Pacific coastal port of Puntarenas; while the TSC study reports
a high benefit-cost ratio, a maLjor portion of these benefits consist in
savings of time and fares to passengers. IWork has also proceeded on
the important Cartago - Limon road, the section from Turrialba to
Siquirres is virtually complete and work has been at a slow pace on the
Siquirres - Limon portion. The mission considers the completion of the
road to Limon to have high priority in terms of the development strategy
in the country, since it would provide the first road link to the
Atlantic (now dependent on rail, connections), particularly important for
the development of exports to UI.S. and European markets; it would also
stimulate development of the new areas served by the proposed highwlay.
However, the commitment already undertaken by the Costa Rican Government,
together wiith the great difficu'lties the Government is encountering in
meeting its construction schedtles, as well as serious difficulties in
meeting local currency requirements, lead the mission to conclude that
it would not be desirable or feasible to schedule the Siquirres - Limon
section before 1969 in addition to the large increase required to carry
out existing projects. The Gcvernment therefore faces a difficult
choice if it wishes to proceed expeditiously with the Siquirres - Limon
road, involving a reduction or elimination of some other projects during
the next few years.

39. In its projections, taking account of the operative and
financial limitations referred to above, the mission would stretch out
the 21 million CA peso-planned reconstruction of the southern section of
the Interamerican Highway (CA-1) beyond 1969. The importance of comple-
ting road projects already underway before attempting new projects
cannot be overstressed. Hence, even with a considerable improvement in
operative capacity, the mission. considers that at best stage II of Plan
Vial, planned to start in 1969, should begin on a more modest scale than
that now envisaged by the Highuray Department. Overall, the mission
projects a total program of CA pesos 50.6 million, but even this level
is high and will require extra efforts by the Government and outside
consultants and contractors for its accomplishment. The Government
planned investment and mission projections for 1966-1969, shown in detail
project by project in Table 25, are summarized as follows:

1966 1967 1968 1969 Total
(millions of CA pesos)

Government plan 10.0 18.4 15.3 24.6 68.3

Mission projection 10.0 13.7 11.9 15.0 50.6
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C. Road Organization and Administration

Organization

40. In Central America, the Roads Departments are a part of the
Ministries of Public Works, except in Costa Rica where the Department is
a part of the Ministry of Transportation. Generally speaking, the
Departments are organized along similar lines, with from four to six
Divisions: Administrati , Pl&ining, Design, Construction, Maintenance
ancd Shops. Each of the Departmnents retains resident international con-
sultants that assist in road planning, designing, construction sup"ervi-
sion and the development of adequate maintenance systems. All of' the
Departments suffer in varying degree from a shortage of trained and
ex)erienced engineers and technicians although the supply of trcinecd
personnel has improved in recent years. All need strengthening in
plaaning, in design work and in inspection and supervision.

41, -Except for the study on a ten year highway program for
Honduras conducted by Stanford Research Institute in 1962, the only
systematic and comprehensive traffic count and origin and destination
survey of any Central American .,ountry is included in the 1964-1965
TSC study. t Costa Rica, with 8 permanent counting stations and 348
mobile stations, Nicaragua, with 4 permanent counting stations and 72
mobile stations, and El Salvador where the TSC traffic flow data was
updlated in 1965, all have adequate systems for the orderly collection
of traffic statistics and the collection and use of origination and
destination data. This type of research is practically non-e-istent
in Guatemala and in Honduras. In these two countries, the consultants
makce traffic counts for specific road studies but there is no organized
system for the countrywide collection of traffic statistics. Guatemala
is establislhing a Traffic Division in the Roads Department to organize
such a system and Honduras should do the same.

Design Standards

42. The TSC study has recommended minimum design standards
(Table 14) for application in the region by the several higlhvay depart-
ments; these appear adequate except that the bridge design loading
should be H20-S16 instead of H15-S12 for important high-traffic routes,
and that in particularly mountainous terrain the width requirement for
road shoulders could be reduced. Given the growing importance of intra-
regional traffic, the countries should, where necessary, adjust their
standards so that they meet at least the minimum recommended by the TSC
study subject to the modifications noted above.

/ TSC Consortium, Central American Transportation Study, 1964-1965,
Vols. I and II. This study was commissioned by CABEI (the Central
American Bank for Economic Integration).
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43. Design standards for each country (sumimarized in Tables 9-13)
vary in some details but are essentially similar. Wvhile adequate in
most respects, there are important deficiencies in several of the countries.

44. In Guatemala, existing law provides for a right-of-way width
of only 25 meters and restricts construction over a width of 80 meters.
However, new roads are being designed with a 40 meter right-of-way since
a new law is under preparation which will lift the construction restriction
and which will specify a 40 meter right-of-way. The early implementation
of the new law is important since the existing law neither provides suffi-
cient right-of-way nor is fair to landowners.

45. In El Salvador, the Highway Department is preparing to enforce
safety and weight regulations based on the Central American Accord on
Highway Traffic, which establishes pavement design methods similar to those
in use in the United States and provides for a single axle load of 8 metric
tons (17,600 pounds).

46. In Honcduras, the geometric design standards for road align-
ment provide separate standarcds for five categories of roads; this is
needlessly complex and toc refined for the geographic configuration of
the country and the prevailing patterns of traffic. A reduction to three
categories would be in orcder and speed-horizontal design standards should
be reexamined. Honduras should also develop standard criteria for pave-
ment design.

47. Design standards in Nicaragua have recently been modified and
the standards for national highways (first class) are under discussion.
It is intended to revise all 1the standards on the basis of present day
engineering principles and Nicaragua will therefore have the opportunity
of bringing the new minimum sl;andards up to the level of the regional
standards recommended in the TSC study.

48. In Costa Rica the design standards have recently been revised.
Ihe new standards appear to be adequate and are close to the regional
standards recommended in the TSC study. In fact, the bridge design
loading is H20-S16 for highwars with an ADT greater than 1,000 which is
higher than the TSC recommendation of H15-S12 loading in all cases.

D. Construction

49. The local construaction industry in each of the five countries
is small, weak and inadequate to meet the demands placed upon it by the
expanding road programs. Costs are high, performance schedules are
seldom achieved, and the inability of most firms to arrange for adequate
financing limits their opportunities to grow. The mission recommends
that all of the countries take steps to encourage the growth of their
construction industries. Equal treatment in the employment of Central
American construction firms is provided for in Article 16 of the General
Treaty for Central American Integration and its application should assist
:Ln the growth of the regional construction industry. The possibility of
more adequate credit facilities for construction firms should be explored.
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Inlternational contractors employed on large jobs should be encouraged to
join with local contractors so that the latter may gain experience.

50. Most road construction is performed under contract except
in Nicaragua where until recently all road construction except the U.S.
financed Rama Road and the Interamerican Highway was done by force account.
Nicaragua still relies largely on force account but is now in the process
of shifting to contract work. This process should be encouraged. Super-
vision costs are much too high in Guatemala (up to 22 percent of construc-
tion costs) and are high in Nicaragua as well (up to 18 percent of
construction costs). This is because government supervision largely
duplicates the supervision carried out by consultants. It should be
possible to lower these percentages to the usual 5 to 7 percent of
construction costs by streamlining supervision practices and eliminating
the duplication mentioned above.

E. Maintenance

5l. Maintenance in all five of the countries has improved in
recent years but is still inadequate except in Nicaragua. The reasons
for relatively poor maintenance are several. Usually budgets are inade-
quate. Except in Costa Rica annual road maintenance expenditures frormi
1960 through 1965 have remained at the same levels or have actually
decreased during this period when sizable additions to the road network
have been made (Table 7). Moreover, in some cases, equipment has been
undermaintained or abused and there has been failure to provide adequate
replacements. Also, the practice of using maintenance forces and equip-
ment for construction on maLjor road betterment and shortages of personnel
skilled in modern maintenarnce methods diminishes effectiveness of main,te-
nance. The mission considers that each government should provide
adequate maintenance of roads which have been built at high cost, and
t;ake measures to establish sound organization and procedures, as well
as necessary resources for mairltaining them.

52. In Guatemala maintenance continues to be the foremost
problem facing the Roads Department. Thiile there is urgent need for
new equipment there is also need to correct deficiencies in the mainte-
nance system, as noted above. The pending Export-Import Bank loan of
CA pesos 5.2 million is intended to replenish the present supply of
equipment. The separate maintenance staff and equipment pool for the
Interamerican Highway results in an inefficient allocation of men and
equipment. It should be abolished and its resources and personnel
combined with the national maintenance organization.

53. The maintenance buidget of El Salvador is inadequate in
relation to the relatively highi volume of traffic using the roads. Per
kilometer maintenance allocations vary between CA pesos 100 for rural
roads to CA pesos 660 for paved trunk roads. These are not large enough
to maintain the roads in good condition. The pending Export-Import Bank
loan of 2.6 million dollars for new maintenance equipment merits a high
priority based on the need of the country to upgrade maintenance.
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54. In Honduras, highway maintenance is mechanized to a large
extent. Most of its fleet of maintenance equipment, however, was
purchased before 1960 and is now over-age and worn out, in part because of
inadequate maintenance. The Roads Department is considering the prepara-
tion of a loan application for some 2 million dollars for the purchase of
maintenance equipment over a five year period. This project should be
given high priority by the Government.

55. Nicaragua's road maintenance sets a high standard. It is
highly efficient and is run by experienced and well trained engineers.
It has a pool of maintenance equipment valued at about CA pesos 3 million,
and new equipment is being added from a recent US$2.8 million Export-
Import Bank equipment purchase loan. As the Construction Division redu-
ces the volume of force account work in favor of contract construction,
another large pool of equipment (estimated at some CA pesos 4 million)
will be turned over gradually to the Maintenance Division. The Maintenance
Division also constructs from 30 to 100 kilometers of local roads per year
financed with contributions from local authorities and private land holders.
In case it were necessary, by curtailing this program the Maintenance Divi-
sion should be able to carry o-at an adequate maintenance program even under
an accelerated program of new road construction.

56. Costa Rica's Road Department maintains all national and regio-
nal roads and assists the local road boards in the maintenance of rural
roads. Highway maintenance and shop equipment is valued at some CA pesos
4 million, which includes over CA pesos 2 million of equipment purchased
under the Bank financed Stage I of the Plan Vial. Stage II of the Plan
Vial now being prepared for 1909 contemplates the purchase of an additional
CA pesos 2,3 million of maintenance equipment. Even if it were necessary
to postpone part of Stage II of the Plan Vial until 1970, the maintenance
equipment purchases should start in 1969. Wqith some additional staffing,
Costa Rica's Maintenance Division should be able to keep pace with a reason-
ably stepped up rural building program.

F. Transport Industry

57. The characteristics of the highway transport industry are
similar in all five of the Comnon Market countries. The private truck
and bus carriers are for the most part small and not linked together in an
effective organization. The industry is largely composed of owner opera-
tors Twith one or two vehicles. Only a handful of firms own and operate
more than 15 to 20 vehicles. There is no economic regulation and rates,
fares and schedules are usually negotiated for each load to be transported.
None of the transport firms operating within the countries have regularly
published tariffs. In the absence of data, it is impossible to determine
whether rates are based on fulL costs, but the presence of vigorous compe-
tition suggests tlhat'rates are not likely to e::ceed costs; indeed some
rates set by small truckers are alleged to be less than costs including
depreciation.

58. As far as could be ascertained, there is no shortage of buses
and trucks to carry the traffic generated in the Central American countries.
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Nco doubt there may be a local shortage at peak periods of shipment, and
some surplus in particular locations at any given time. The few large
truckers complain about cutthroat competition from small owmer-operators
and would welcome economic regflation. Highway rolling stock appears
adlequate to the present needs of the five countries. Costs are high,
but this should be expected with the high cost of equipment and the
difficult terrain and poor condition of many of the roads.

59. All of the five countries have adhered to the Central American
Accord on Highway Traffic, based on the Geneva Convention on Highway
Traffic. Although truck axle loadings are limited by the Accord to eight
metric tons, only in Nicaragua and Costa Rica is any attempt made to
enforce the axle load weight limit. However, the other three countries
are in the process of installing weighing machinery and plan to iritiate
enforcement programs.

60. The enforcement of axle load limitations is very important
since higher axle loads cause road surfaces to deteriorate rapidly and
increase the costs of adequate maintenance. Excess axle loadings reduce
the economic life of the road and increase the necessity for major better-
ment. This is a problem in all of the countries and is only partially
solved by the four countries that prohibit the importation of vehicles
designed for axle loadings of more than 8 metric tons. Honduras does
not have any limitation on thE- size of trucks imported.

61. The total number of four-wheeled, self-propelled registered
vehicles since 1960 in al3 five countries increased annually at an average
rate of 7 percent reaching a total of 43,000 trucks, 86,000 passenger cars
and 39,000 other vehicles in 2.965 (Table 8). Within the region, the
average annual increase in toloal registered vehicles ranged from only
3 percent in El Salvador to 12 percent in Honduras, the latter reflecting
the efforts made to improve it;s road network and vehicle fleet. In
Costa Rica and El Salvador, the number of trucks registered increased
very slowly in the last few years but in the other three countries the
increase averaged more than 10 percent annually. Honduras is the only
country in the region which has been admitting trucks free of duty in
order to catch up in the deveLopment of her transport industry.

62. Data on registration of trucks does not show capacity.
However, observation and other evidence indicates that the size of trucks
has increased noticeably in recent years as roads have been improved and
better maintained and the road networks extended. Hence the increase
in carrying capacity is probably considerably greater than the rise in
vehicle registrations would indicate.

G. Customs Barriers

63. With unified external tariffs and with internal free trade,
both goals of the Common Market, already largely accomplished, total through
transport costs from foreign seller to local buyer will have a greater impact
on determining the combination of transport modes and routes used than in
the past when the import tariffs in force varied considerably from one
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country to another. The cheapest and most efficient routes and facili-
ties will be utilized more readily as artificial barriers to trade are
equalized or removed. Because transport cost considerations will be
more important than when tariffs existed internally in the region and
before the common uniform tariff came into being, each of the five
Common MIarket countries should be alert to reducing the cost of the
transport component of both imports and exports. However, the spur
towards greater efficiency in transport will be dulled unless traffic
can move across national boundaries within the region without costly
delays. Recognizing the importance of this factor, in 1963 the five
countries adopted a uniform code of customs procedures (Codigo Aduanero
Uni:Eorme Gentroamericano). Nevertheless, while progress in freedom of
mov(ement has been made since then, bus and truck operators are still
harassed by customs inspections and delays, even though over 90 percent
of all intra-regional trade is now or will soon be free of duty. A
major cause of delay is the hours during which customs offices are
closed; open hours are usually from eight to twelve in the morning and
two to six in the afternoon. On heavily traveled routes, many times
shipments are not cleared before customs closes. Clearance often
involves complete unloadings and. reloading to all inspection on grounds
of preventing possible smuggling of goods subject to customs duties.
The resulting delays are costly to both shipper and operator, even
though there is a provision in the uniform customs code (Article 8)
whiereby the consignee may pay thie costs of customs during non-working
hours. W4hile the transit of bcnded and sealed cargo is provided for
in the Code, the costs of transport are burdened by the national rules
requiring that the trucker must pay not only the salary of a customs
guard assigned to accompany the vehicle across the country, but also
pay his fare back to the other border. The practice of posting a
customs guard on the vehicle during transit of a country is wasteful
and unnecessary. It would be preferable to increase the amount of the
performance bond put up by trucler, or to impose heavier fines if the
in-transit seal is broken. The mission recommends that steps be taken
to eliminate these and other reriaining impediments to commerce.

H. Conclusions

64. The program of construction of Central American roads,
including those financed from sources other than the Integration Fund
plus the countriest national programs are planned at a total of about
CA pesos 340 million for 1966-19R69, a level more than triple that of
expenditures in the four immediately preceding years. Even though
loans already approved or under consideration can be expected to cover
a high proportion of these expen1ditures, the administrative and construc-
tion effort required by a program of this size is likely to mean that the
road construction program will ilot be completed according to plan but
will stretch out through the early 70ts. The mission's estimates indi-
cate overall the feasible expenditures within the period 1966-1969 will
be about one-third less than the combined programs of the national autho-
rities; but the shortfall will vary among the countries anywhere from
one-eighth to one-half. Such a postponement of expenditures is not
likely to present the Government authorities with major problems of
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choice, except in Costa Rica ani perhaps Honduras, where the necessary
studies and financing arrangemeats are advanced, and the authorities
will probably have to choose between undertaking several major programs
at one time, thus prolonging thair completion (and delaying the reali-
zation of the benefits of investments) or postponing the beginning of
some projects.

65. In any case, by thie early 1970's Central America is likely
to have the kind of highway network which had been envisaged for the late
60's. This network will provide a hard surfaced and relatively high-
speed highway from the Mexican to the Panamanian border as part of the
Interamerican Highway from the United States to Panama. The existing
coastal highway in Guatemala and El Salvador will, through the new
connection between Honduras and Nicaragua, provide a useful alternate
route to the Interamerican Highway for most of the distance from the
Mexican border to Nicaragua. The TSC study recommends that within the
next decade this route should be improved, mostly by widening, to the
standards of a "Central American Throughway" which would by-pass all the
major towns and follow the coastal route. The cost of these improvements
and of a new coastal highway in Costa Rica which wTill be required for
such a throughway is estimated at about US$35 million and probably would
be justified only if there were a very substantial increase in trade with
Panama, which is not now a member of the Central American Common Market.
Consequently such a large investment has to be considered in terms of the
development of traffic in the longer range future; as a preliminary step
toward facilitating littoral traffic trade, the maintenance of the exist-
ing coastal highway should be substantially improved. Further, the
mission considers that after the substantial investments in the Inter-
american Highway scheduled to take place in the 60's, and the completion
of major trunk routes to the Atlantic seaboard, the countriest road
investment programs in the 70's should place greater emphasis on opening
up new areas with penetration roads and developing the feeder road system.
Thus the strategy of highway development would facilitate the integration
of the Central American area ard reduce transportation costs thereby
stimulating the growth of its internal market; it would also provide
outlets for exports to both coasts, open new areas to development, and
enable existing agricultural areas to reach their markets more quickly
and cheaply. This strategy would correspond to the general economic
outlook for Central America as described by the mission in Volume I.
The highway system, as it woulce look in the early 70's upon completion
of the present program (see May, I), would broadly correspond to the needs
of the region as a whole; the following stage, however, should concen-
trate on consolidating the main network with necessary feeder and penetra-
tion networks, rather than embarking on major construction along the
traditional routes of the Pacific regions.

66. Even to complete the reduced programs projected by the
mission, the capacities of the Road Departments will be strained, and
heavy reliance on international contractors and consultants will be
necessary. In all countries, except Nicaragua, maintenance organiza-
tions, maintenance equipment pools and maintenance expenditures are
inadequate. Local construction firms need to be strengthened and
encouraged. Design standards of all five countries appear adequate
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with few exceptions, but bridge design standards should be raised from
H15-S12 to H20-S16. Axle load 'Limitations should be strictly enforced
to prevent severe road damage and to keep maintenance expenditures within
boilnds. Finally, to attain full benefits from the investments made and
being planned, it will be necessary to continue to improve customs practices
and procedures to eliminate delays at country borders that are costly to
shippers and carriers.



II. RAIL TRANSPORT

A. Introduction

67. There is no regional nketwork of railroads in Central America and
only one railroad operates in more than one country. All 13 railroads op-
erating today are narrow gauge lines. Five are captive lines - that is,
they are owned by and serve excl.usively one or the rther of the 2 fruit
companies - Standard or United. Two others are also owned by the fruit
companies but provide only limited public service; since they do not op-
erate as full public utilities, they are not considered here. Of the
remaining 6 railroads rendering public utility service and considered in
this report, 4 are owned and operated by Government entities and 2 are
privately owned and operate under terms of franchise agreements with the
Government. These 6 roads are 'Listed below:

Naie Symbol Ownership Route Kms.

Ferrocarriles Internacionales
cie Centro America Guatemala a&nd FICA Private
El Salvador (IRCA)

Guatemala Division 820
El Salvador Division 460

Ferrocarril de El Salvador FES Public 143

Ferrocarril Nacional de Honduras FNR Public 114

Ferrocarril del Pacifico de
Nicaragua FFN Public 319

Ferrocarril Electrico al Pacifico,
Costa Rica FEP Public 124

Northern Railway-Costa Rica Railway Nor-CR Private 359
or

No.Ry.

T o t a 1 2339

68. Before the large-scale road construction in Central America
began some 20 years ago, these 6 isolated shortline railroads carried
the bulk of the exports and imports between ports and areas of concen-
trated population. Each of them still serves at least one port and
umtil a decade ago handled a major portion of the traffic between princi-
pal ports and population centers. One important characteristic of rail-
road operations in Central America is that 4 of the 7 deepwater ports of
Central Ametrica and 2 of the l:Lghterage ports are still owned and operated
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by the railroads. Access to the facilities of these ports by trucks is
denied. The 3 railroads that sthow a profit operate port monopolies and
it is quite likely that these profits accrue in whole or large part from
port revenues rather than from rail revenues. Only one of these, Puntarenes
in Costa Rica, is operated by a publicly-owned railroad, but in view of
plans to expand the port, the Government plans to create an autonomous port
authority to operate the port.

69. With the development of highway networks in each of the 5 Common
Market countries, competition by truck and bus has caused a steady diver-
sion of traffic from the railroads despite the growth of export and import
traffic. Moreover, the majorityr of Central America's railroads were con-
structed in an era when degrees of curvature from 12 to 30 degrees were
not uncommon and when grades of 3 and 4 percent in mountainous terrain
were considered as normal. These characteristics, combined with light and
now well-worn rails, generally antiquated equipment and inadequate main-
tenance of roadbed, severely lirnit the speed of trains and the volume of
traffic carried. Thus, witlh fewi exceptions, the railroads have not been
able to adjust to the new competition. Those with a combined port-rail
operation have been more successful in resisting traffic diversion, but
even in these cases, except for the Northern Railway in Costa Rica, the
impact of carriage by highway iS reflected in the declining traffic figures
of the railroads.

B. Rates Revenues and Investment

70. Each of the railroads has its own method of establishing rates
and fares. Although tariff schedules are submitted to Governments for
approval, in fact this has had no effect upon their levels. In none of
the countries is there any real economic regulation of the railroads by
Government. In practice, the railroads have complete freedom to fix and
ad;just rates. On those few routes where rail monopolies still exist, the
railroads charge what the traffLc will bear. Where highway competition has
cut into rail freight and passenger volumes, the railroads have belatedly
reduced rates, but without improved services, they have been unable to
recover the lost traffic. Rates and fares are set without regard to
cost and not one railroad has installed a modern cost accounting system.
In the absence of knowledge of true costs it is impossible to establish
rates and fares in a scientific and logical manner. In most instances
those rates that are published are complex, with far too many commodity
and class rates. The attempt of the TSC study to analyze existing rates
and fares showed only that rate-making procedures vary widely and that
rates are set without regard to costs. In those instances where railroads
still operate ports, it is impossible to separate port costs from rail-
road costs. All of the railroads except the FEP in Costa Rica and the El
Salvador Division of the FICA have suffered substantial operating losses
in recent years. Two, FNH of Honduras and Northern of Costa Rica, may
show operating profits in 1966.

71. The TSC study estimated that the minimum additional investments
required by the railroads immediately for capital improvements amounted to
CA pesos 24 million. Further, the TSC study recommended investments over
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the 10 year period 1965 through 1974 of CA pesos 100 million for the relo-
cation of 1,600 kilometers of existing line. Finally, the report urged
an investment of CA pesos 150 million between 1975 and 1984 to construct
connections that would transforiT, the isolated shortlines with differing
gauges into a full-fledged regional carrier with a common gauge.

72. The mission was unable to find any economic justification'for
these large investments. Neither nowmnr in the foreseeable future will
there be a significant demand fcr long hauls of bulk materials in Central
America for which the railroads would be more suitable than highway trans-
port. Despite the recent fallirg traffic and monetary operating losses,
the railroads themselves are not; planning any new investment in rolling
e(quipment, rail alignment or trLck extension. Two are considering rela-
tively small investments to complete dieselization only. None of the
Governments are planning any investment in public railroads. In any
case, however, some investments are contemplated in diesel motive power
ulnits which are much more efficient than steam engines; these might be
purchased with the help of foreign suppliers credits.

73, With the dismal outlook for increases in traffic, declining
traffic and revenues, and the poor physical condition of the rail carriers,
the rail investment recommendat:Lons of the TSC report are open to serious
question. Although intra-regional traffic will continue to grow with the
growth of the economies, little of this will exceed hauls of more than
200 to 300 miles. The bulk of -'traffic tonnage of Central America will
continue to be between the ports and the centers of population. These
distances are relatively short and freight moving over them can usually
be handled more efficiently by t.ruck than by rail. The fact is that
little public or private investment either should be or is going to be
made in the inefficient and run,lown railroads of Central America. Whether
they should be abandoned and if so whether the road transport industry
will be or can be made capable of absorbing the traffic they now carry
will need to be considered on a case by case basis by the Governments,
taking into consideration such factors as relative distribution costs by
rail and the costs of dismissinlg or otherwise absorbing railway labor
employees.

74. Traffic, revenue trends and present problems of each of the 6
railroads are briefly analyzed 'below; traffic and earnings data for
these railroads for 1960-1965 are summarized in Table 26.

C. Carriers

Ferrocarriles Internacionales de Centro America - Guatemala Division (FICA
or IRCA)

75. FICA, made up of a conbination of lines between 1877 and 1929,
today serves both Guatemala and El Salvador. Since each Division operates
as though it were a separate railroad, they are analyzed separately here.
FICA is owned by a group of American and British stockholders. It operates
under terms of a series of contracts with the 2 Governments concerned (over
40 contract laws in Guatemala and 11 in El Salvador). In effect it has a
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substantial degree of autonomy in operations in both countries. The
Guatemala Divisionts 820 kilometers of 36-inch gauge mainline extends
from the Mexican border (where traffic is interchanged with the standard
gauge Mexican Railways) via the Pacific ports of Champerico and San Jose
across the country to Puerto Barrios on the Atlantic. A connecting link
wit the E1 Salvador Division provides that country access to the Atlantie
port of Barrios (a free port for El Salvador). In addition, in Guatemala,
FICA owns and operates the facilities at Puerto Barrios and owns the port
facilities at San Jose which ars operated by a separate firm, Agencia
Maritima S.A., under contract.

76.. Freight tonnages moved (over 623 thousand tons in 1965), and
passengers carried (over 1,500,000 in 1965), are substantial but have de-
clined markedly since 1960 - freight by 30 percent and passengers by 25
percent. Some 80 percent of the export traffic tonnage hauled in 1965 was
bananas and coffee. The average length of haul is 167 kilometers. Some
traffic has been diverted to the Government port of Matias de Galvez which
was constructed to break the railroad's monopoly at Puerto Barrios. How-
ever, the railroad port of Puerto Barrios handles all banana exports from
Guatemala with mechanical conveyor equipment and also all grain imports
by Guatemala with mechanical equipment. Tonnages through Puerto Barrios
have declined only slightly despite the competition of Matias de Galvez.

77. Although the mission was not able to obtain financial information
on the Guatemala Division of FICA, data in the TSC study show that the line
incurred substantial losses every year between 1958 and 1963 amounting to
CA pesos 1.3 million in the latter year. News reports indicate that
losses in 1964 and 1965 amounted to CA pesos 42 thousand and CA pesos
1.3 million respectively. Physically, except for motive power, the proper-
ties of the Guatemala Division are in relatively good condition. To
complete dieselization, the Division needs 4 1500-HP diesel locomotives
and 6 700-HP diesel locomotives. With spares and workshop facilities,
this investment is estimated by the mission at CA pesos 2.7 million.
There appears to be a fairly strong case for this investment, which
probably would be financed by a supplier credit.

78. The Division suffers from serious overstaffing. It could
operate efficiently and still cismiss at least a thousand of its more
than 3,000 employees, and another 350 after complete dieselization.
However, existing laws and regulations require substantial severance pay
for each employee dismissed., a financial burden the carrier says it is
unable to meet. But even writhout sharp reductions in employment and com-
plete dieselization, the Guatemala Division could probably effect further
economies that could decrease and perhaps eliminate recent annual deficits.
Train miles now are heavily in excess above that required to handle the
tonnage carried. Better opera;ing and traffic information would enable
the Transport Department to schedule daily tonnage and relate it to cars
available. Punctuality is below standard because of poor operational
practices and frequent breakdowns. This condition combined with low com-
mercial train speeds induces shippers and passengers to seek alternative
transport services. Special rates and fares offered to customers to com-
pete with truck service must be approved by New York headquarters with a
consequent loss of time and traffic opportunities.
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79. With all of its problems, the Guatemala Division of FICA carries
and will continue to carry a significant volume of freight; it could do
this efficiently provided it completes full dieselization and finds a
so:Lution to gross overstaffing. It would also be beneficial to efficiency
if a greater degree of cooperation couLd be developed between the railways,
the labor unions and the Government.

Ferrocarriles Internacionales de Centro America - El Salvador Division

80. In contrast with the Guatemala Division of FICA, the El Salvador
Division has not only kept up its traffic and passenger volume, but has
also turned in a steady profit, according to its management. Operating
over 460 kilometers of track from the Guatemala border to the Port of
Cutuco at the other end of the country, the Division connects with the
Government-owned railroad at San Salvador.

81. Between 1960 and 1965 the El Salvador Division of FICA averaged
annually nearly 500 thousand tons of freight, ranging between 449 thousand
tons to 535 thousand tons, with a slight upward trend. The average length
of haul was 146 kilometers. Passenger traffic has also held up well,
averaging 3.6 million per year over this same period. Tariffs and fares
have been adjusted to compete with trucks and buses. The El Salvador
Division enjoys a big advanltagE: in having an absolute monopoly of port
facilities at the Port of Cutuco on the Gulf of Fonseca. Only the rail-
road has access to the facilities at this port where over half of El
Salvador's waterborrntraffic is handled. Through port-railway tariffs
are quoted. It is questionable whether the Division would show a profit
without the revenues derived from the port operation. However, the port
itself is inefficient and congested, and requires a major investment to
install modern facilities; this aspect is discussed in the section on
ports below. However, as in Guiatemala, the El Salvador railroad opera-
tions of FICA provide essentia:L transportation services to the economy
and will continue to make a conitribution to El Salvador's economy for many
years to come.

Ferrocarril de El Salvador

82. Unlike FICA, this railroad is in very poor condition from every
point of view. It operates over 143 kilometers of track between the
Pacific port of Acajutla and San Salvador, with a 40 kilometer spur
reaching to Santa Ana. It was taken over by the Government in 1963. Its
equipment is antiquated; over half of its freight cars are wooden with
an average age of 45 years and its steam locomotives average 58 years of
agte. Rails are old and worn, ties are rotting and alignment and grades
of the track are severely limiting. There is no programmed maintenance
of equipment, and maintenance Df way, track and structures, if any, is all
performed by hand methods. Ths line is overstaffed. As freight and pass-
enger traffic has declined, FES has incurred operating losses every year
since 1961 which have been borne by the Government. FES had a monopoly
a-t the Port of Acajutla before the new port was constructed in 1961;
now it moves only about 3,000 of the average monthly tonnage of 32,000 tons
handled by the port.
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83. Very recently, respon;3ibility for the railroad has been turned
over to CEPA, the autonomous po:rt authority operating the ports of Acajutla
ancd La Libertad. The TSC report estimated that a minimum investment of
CA pesos 4.2 million would be required to put the FES into a fairly effi-
cient operating position. However, the mission does not believe that the
future prospects of the FES wouLd warrant investment of this magnitude.
Traffic can be carried more conveniently and usually at lower cost by
road. On the other hand, the railroad can be kept alive only through
continued and growing Government subsidies. Losses exceeded CA pesos
300),000 in 1965 and the Government should therefore study the feasibility
of phasing out the railways operations.

Ferrocarril Nacional de Honduras (FNH)

84. FNH was taken over by the Government in 1958. It operates over
114 kilometers of mainline betmeen Potrerillos, a banana producing center,
via San Pedro Sula, a rapidly growing industrial and commercial center, to
Puerto Cortes, the country's largest commercial port. The largest export
commodity hauled is lumber. The Tela railroad, wholly owned by the
Ufnited Fruit Company and serving the company port of Tela, is of the same
gauge; it interchanges traffic with the FNH and utilizes 21 kilometers
of the FNH track into Puerto Cortes. In comparison with most of the other
railroads in Central America, the equipment (except motive power), ties
and rails of the FNH are new and well maintained. The steam locomotives
need to be replaced by diesels within 2 years and the company plans to
finance the 6 diesel locomotives required out of its own resources and
with the help of supplier credits. The total investment to convert fully
to diesel power, including shop, equipment, is estimated at CA pesos 2.2
million and the resulting cost savings might possibly pay for the new
equipment.

85. Average freight haul in 1965 was 60 kilometers. Beset by heavy
competition from trucks and buses for its short-haul freight and passenger
movements, FNH traffic has dropped off from 274 thousand tons and 390
thousand passengers in 196) to 217 thousand tons and 213 thousand passen-
gers in 1965. Passenger traff-Lc evidently will continue to decline but
it, appears possible that the downward trend in freight traffic may slacken.

86. The FNH has shown operating losses every year since 1961. However,
by dismissing excess staff and instituting various economies, the deficit
was cut from over CA pesos 170 thousand in 1962 to almost nothing (CA pesos
3CO) in 1965. Conversion from steam to diesel would reduce operating costs
and may put the railroad in a position to show a return on investment for
some years ahead.

Ferrocarril del Pacifico de Nicaragua (FPN)

87. The FPN, a Government-owned railroad, operates 319 kilometers
of mainline track linking the modern deepwater port of Corinto on the
Pacific with the largest cities in Nicaragua, namely Leon, Managua and
Granada. Except from 1912 to 1928, when it was operated by a private U.S.
company, the railroad has been in Government hands since the first
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construction started in the 1870's. FPN also operates 2 boats on Lake
Managua. With the severe compEtition from trucks and buses operating on
highways that closely parallel the railroad, FPN's traffic volume has
shrunk severely, by 61 percent in freight and 42 percent in passenger
traffic, since 1959. Petroleum, once the largest commodity hauled, now
is imported through the port of Somoza instead of Corinto. Revenues have
.hirunk in consequence and the line has incurred annual operating deficits
averaging over CA pesos 100,000 almost every year since 1959 despite
drastic cuts in expenditures for maintenance and repair. If these expen-
diture reductions are continuecd, they could bring about a severe physical
brealcdown of the railroad itsel.f.

88. Operating expenses have also been reduced by the purchase in
1.964 of 6 diesel locomotives financed by a supplier credit. These new
locomotives are well maintaineci. The same cannot be said for the 5 steam
locomotives still in service, cr for the rolling stock. There is no
prograrmmed maintenance for this equipment. Rails are old and heavily
worn and ties, even on the mainline, are old and rotting away. Bridges
and other structures are in pocir condition. The 4 principal structures
of the line carry a 6 -kilometer-per-hour speed restriction.

The purchase of 2 more 600-HP diesel engines would complete
the conversion of the railroad from steam tf. diesel. Although such new
motive power would reduce operating costs somewhat, the railroad generally
is in such bad condition that it would require much more than this modest
investment to rehabilitate it. Thus the TSC report estimates that a mini-
mum investment of CA pesos 4.4 million would be required from 1965 to 1969.
But an examination of the position and possibilities of the FPN by the
IBRD staff in 1961 indicated that the economic benefits and returns would
not justify any substantial invrestment for rehabilitating the railroad.
,o far as the mission coulcd ascertain, the Government is not prepared to

make any substantial investment. in the FPN. All the evidence indicates
that no further investment should be made and the FPN should be abandoned.

Ferrocarril Electrico al Pacifico (FEP), Costa Rica

90. Government-owned and operated since construction first began
in the mid-19th century, FIP is the only electrified railroad in Central
America. It operates over 124 kilometers of single track between the
Pacific port of Puntarenas and San Jose, the capital city, where it inter-
connects and exchanges traffic with the privately-owned Northern Railway.
Freight traffic on the FEP increased slightly every year from 1960 except
for 1965 when total tonnage carried dropped to 361 thousand tons from a
peak of 401 thousand tons in 1964. However, freight carried in 1965
exceeded that carried in 1960, and averaged some 371 thousand tons an-
nually over the 6 years. Passenger traffic increased by about 3 percent
over the same period. The average length of haul is just over 90 kilo-
meters. The physical properties are in relatively good condition. Track
and rolling stock are well mainitained as are the 14 electric locomotives
and 4 diesel electric locomotivres that supply the railroad's motive power.
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91. FEP owns and operates the port facilities at Puntarenas and
trucks do not have access to the pier. With a major expansion planned
for the port, the Government plans to transfer responsibility for port
operations from FEP to a new autonomous port authority yet to be estab-
lished. The loss of FEP's monopoly position in Puntarenas may reduce
the traffic volume now utilizing the railroad.

92. FEP has earned a modest operating profit every year since 1960,
averaging about CA pesos 170,000 annually. Although the line is in good
condition, is relatively well mamaged and is operating at a profit, be-
cause of its short-haul, consideration should be given to merging it
with the much larger Northern Railroad. If this could be accomplished
the excess capacity of rolling stock and motive power of the FEP could
be used to bolster the Northern Railway operation. Electirification could
also be extended on the Northern line toward the Continental Divide at
Sequirres, if this were shoin to be economically justified.

Northern Railway and Costa Rica Railway (No. Ry.)

93. This railroad operate3 the properties of both the Northern
Railway and the old Costa Rica RTailway. Started in 1871, it is a British-
owned company with headquarters in New York. Under terms of a series of
contract laws, the railroad is to pass in its entirety to the Government
in 1989. With its franchise goad for another 23 years the company has no
plans for large investments. This does not augur well for the continued
provision of efficient public service on an expanding scale, although it
has recently converted from steam to diesel locomotives.

94. Northern Railway operates over 359 kilometers of mainline
42--inch gauge track from San Jose to the Atlantic port of Limon, with
branches to Alajuela, Guapiles and Atalanta. It owns and operates the
facilities of the all-railway port at Limon. The line has no through
read competition between Siquirres and Limon, a distance of 61 kilometers,
but such competition will arise when an all-weather road is built. Plans
are well advanced to parallel the railway with such a road. Moreover,
studies are under way for a new port project at Moin, near Limon, which
would accommodate motor vehicles.

95. The property, including track and rolling stock, is adequately
maintained, even though maintenance of way is difficult in the mountainous
terrain through which the railroad passes. Heavy grades and sharp curves
are numerous on the climb over the Continental Divide and slides are fre-
quent. Track maintenance is all performed by hand. With the purchase of
6 diesel locomotives in 1965, the line is now completely converted to
liesel power.

96. Both freight and passenger traffic have increased censiderably
since 1960 and show no signs of slackening off. Once the Siquirres-Limon
road is built, some passenger traffic can be expected to be diverted to
road transport. But the railroad will probably retain most of its longer
haul, full carload traffic if rates are adjusted, while losing some of
its less-than-carload traffic to trucks. The average length of freight
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hauls is about 124 kilometers. Over the years Northern Railway has made
a modest return on investment. This railroad, like FICA in Guatemala
andi El Salvador, is an essential part of the basic transportation system
in Costa Rica. A merger of Northern and the FEP would result in a major
railroad route connecting the Pacific port of Puntarenas and the Atlantic
port of Linon.

97. The difficulty facing Northern and the Government is that the
franchise under which the railroad operates expires in 1989. It behooves
both the railroad and the Government to explore ways to extend the fran-
chise or come to some other arrangement that would provide the railroad
or the Government with an incentive to invest in new and modern equipment
and to continue good performance on maintenance.

D. Conclusion

98. Proposals to extend and link the public railroads in Central
America appear to be uneconomic: and impractical. Investments required
would be much larger than the estimated economic benefits. This is not
only because the railroads are losing traffic and piling up operating
losses in most cases, but also because of the distances involved, the
differing gauges, the generally poor condition of rails, roadbed and
rolling stock and the absence of demand for long-haul bulk traffic.
However, in some instances, coniditions and operations of the several
railways could be improved by some relatively minor investments and
better operating practices so -:hat they could provide an important trans-
portation service contribution to the economic growth of the region. In
others, particularly the publicly owned railways in El Salvador and
Nicaragua, the prospects for such a role are non-existent. In such cases,
decisions on how to phase-out operations will require consideration by
the public authorities of whether their traffic can be absorbed economi-
cally by other means of transport. Consideration should also be given
to what to do with the labor force (and the costs of making re-adjust-
ments in labor), and what use or disposal should be made of rolling stock
and fixed property.



uII. PORTS

A. Introduction

99. Central America is served by over 30 ports on the Atlantic
and. the Pacific coasts. Some are special purpose ports owned and opera-
ted by private interests as in the case of several banana, bulk petroleum
and mineral ports. Nhile these ports are important to the econornies of
the countries and play a major role in handling export and import traffic,
they are not considered here precisely because they are specialized ports
not available to the general public and do not involve public investments.
Other ports are small fishing ports that also handle small tonnages of
freight in coastal trade. The ports of principal interest here are the
public general cargo ports, whether operated directly by a government
agency, a publicly or privately-owned railroad company or an autonomous
public port authority.

100. The development o: ports in Central America has been closely
related to banana production and to railroads. Railroads wrere undoubtedly
the most efficient system of handling the international trade of Central
.Aerica in the nineteenth cent-ury and often had to provide port services
to handle such traffic. Thus railroads now own and operate major public
ports in Guatemala, El Salvador and Costa Rica. Yet the tie-in between
railroads and ports has become a serious impediment to the development of
modern port facilities in the region. The railroads generally have resis-
ted the participation of highway transportation in the flow of cargo to
and from their ports and have often lagged in improving their port facili-
ties to move the increasing volumes of cargo efficiently. The only major
port construction or improvement projects over the past decade have been
the publicly owned ports of Corinto in Nicaragua, Acajutla in El Salvador
and Matias de Galvez in Guaterala.

1O~. The tonnages of Central America's three principal export
crops - coffee. cotton and bananas - are estimated to increase by about
75 percent between 1965 and 1575. Other export crops, such as lumber
and meat, are also likely to increase considerably in volume. loreover,
despite growing intra-regional. trade, imports from abroad will follow an
upward trend with the growth cf the Central American economy. For coun-
tries as dependent upon international trade as are the five Common Narket
countries, it is essential to have efficient ports capable of moving
present and future exports and imports at minimum cost. Inadequate port
facilities impose a heavy burdlen of costs on the economies of the five
countries. Rising t-affic at; most ports points to the need for adding
to existing capacity, or in some cases building new ports. Plans for
investing in additional port facilities are well advanced in each of the
coun.trLes at seven major public ports for an estimated total investment
of between CA pesos 50 and CA pesos 60 million.
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B. Current Facilities and Traffic

102.. The principal public service ports of the region wqith faci-
lities for berthing deep-draft ships are listed below. In addition
there are many small public ports that have no berthing facilities for
deep-draft vessels but use lighters to transfer cargo between seagoing
vessels and piers. For most of these, current general cargo traffic
is well below 100,000 tons per year. At several of these ports, however,
the current and anticipated volume of traffic is high enough to justify
exoloring the feasibility of inEtalling new deep-water port facilities.
Various studies have been made for a port at San Jose in Guatemala, a
study is underiay for an Atlantic port in Nicaragua and one is scheduled
to be made for a Pacific port inr Honduras.

Country Ownership Number Current annual traffic
and ancl Served of (excluding petroleum)

Port Administration by Berths (Thousand metric tons)

Total Of which
b&nanas

Guatemala
Niatias de Galvez Port author.iAy Road 3 260
Puerto Barrios Private rai:Lroad Rail 330 60

El Salvador
ILcajutla Port authority Road 2 380

and Rail
Cutuco Private rai:Lroad Rail 2 210

Hornduras
Puerto Cortes Port authority Road 1 730 360

and Rail

Nicaragua
Corinto Port authority Road 3 640

and Rail

Costa Rica
P-untarenas Government Rail- Rail 2 280

road
Puerto Limon Private railroad Rail 31/ 400 97

&' Barrios has one banana berth, Cortes has two and Linion has portable
banana loading equipment.
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C. Port Administration

103. The public ports ac[ministration developed different ways as
a result of historic circumstances. Many were built and are still opera-
ted by railroads. Others were administered by the National Governments,
usuall,y through their Department of Customs. More recently, autonomous
public port authorities have been created to take over the admrinistration
of some existing ports or to administer new por'ts. Currently the follow-
ing forms of administration are in effect in the principal Central
American ports.

104. A private railroad,, FICA, owns and operates the ports of
Puerto Barrios in Guatemala and Cutuco in El Salvador. FIGA also owns
thae lighterage port of San Jose, Guatemala, which is leased and operated
by a private agency in Costa Rica, the port of Limon is oi.med and oper-
ated by the private Northern Railroad Company, and the port of Puntarenas
is managed by the Ferrocarril Electrico del Pacifico (FEP), an autonomous
agency of' the Government which administers both the port and the railroad.

105. The ports of latias de Galvez in Guatemala, Acajutla in
El Salvador and Corinto in Nicaragua, are administered by autonomous
public port authorities. The administration of Puerto Cortes in
Honduras, up to recently in charge of the customs authorities, was trans-
ferred in 1966 to a newly-created National Port Authority. The light-
erage port of Amapala-San Lorenzo in Honduras is operated by the Govern-
ment customs office.

106. Administration by port authorities has proved to be the most
satisfactory form of port administration in Central America. The
creation of port authorities has come about in the cases mentioned above
concurrently with a major modernization of port facilities or the con-
struction of an entirely new port. This has generally favored efficient
oi_erations. The ports that are historically linked with a railroad
development and administered by the railroad company have suffered from
the decline of the railroads' role in inland transportation. Lack of
funds for improvements and Expansion of port facilities, and reluctance
of the railroads to provide adequate truck access to the ports have
caused the railroad ports tc become outmoded and inefficient.

D. Port, FirLances and Traffic Data

107. Reliable and meaningful information on port traffic is often
difficult to obtain; the available data are summarized in Table 27.
Financial information on the operation of railroad-owned ports is not
available. The ports are treated by the railroads as an integral part
of their railroad operations. The two principal railroads involved,
IRCA and the Northern of Costa Rica, state that the profits of thieir port
operations off-set to some extent losses they incur on their rail-haulage
operationis. The financiali condition of port authorities of' Matias de
Ga.vez and Corinto appear to be satisfactory, but data are not avai'able
for tlie port of Acajutla. The financial prospects for the new national
port authority which now administers Puer-to Cortes appear satisfactory.
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E. Investment Plans for Port Expansion

108. Facilities at five :f the eight deep-water ports appear to be
insufficient to handle the current volume of traffic without lengthy and
costly ship delays. These are Acajutla, Puerto Cortes, Corinto, Puntarenas
and Puerto Limon. The port of Matias de Galvez is operating near capacity.
Ufiile it can perhaps handle some 20 percent more than its current traffic,
this capacity probably will be more than fully absorbed before new
facilities can be completed. Puerto Barrios and Cutuco, both railroad
ports withl inadequate facilities, are also operating at or near their capa-
city; there are no plans to expand and modernize tlhem. Cargo handled at
eacn of thiese ports has declined slightly in recent years, at Puerto Barrios
because oL competition from Matias de Galvez and at Cutuco because of
com)etition from Acajutla.

109. The status of present plans for expansion for six of the eight
public deep-water ports from 1966-1970 and the status of three port studies
that may eventually lead to rew deep-water ports is summarized in the
followIng tabulation.

Status of Port Investmrent Plans, 1966-1970

Estimated Cost New
CountrY and Port (million CA pesos) Berths Status

Matias de Galvez, Guatemala 6.0 3 EXIMBANY loan signed.

San Jose, Guatemala-/ 15.8 2 Preliminary feasibil-
ity study completed,
1963; economnic data
being prepared, fui-
ther studies being
considered.

Acajutla, El Salvador 6.0 3 IDB loan concluded.
Puerto Cortes, Honduras 6.8 2 IBRD loan signed 1966
A Pacific port, Hondurasl/ - - Terms of reference

for a location and
feasibility study
prepared.

Corintito, Nicaragua 6.0 2 Definitive economic
and engineering studi'

J/ undei'way.
An Atlant;ic port, Nicaragua' - - Location and feasi-

bility study underway
Limon-14loin, Costa Rica 8.0 3 Feasibility studies

to be ready 1968.
Puntarenas, Costa Rica 3.6 2 Feasibility studies

to be ready 1968.

1/ Possible new ports.
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110. Rxpenditures for t:aese planned port investments -or 1966-1970
imight be as follows (no estimates are yet available for a Pacific port,
Honduras or an htlantic port, Nicaragua):

Projected Port Investment Expenditures 1966-1970
(imilions of CA pesos equivalents)

Covuatry and Port 1566 1967 1968 1969 1970

(iuatermala
Matias de Galvez -- 2.0 3.0 1.0 -
San JoseL/ - - 1.0 3.0 4.0

El Sal'vador ,
Acajutla 1.0 3.0 2.0 - -

Honduras
Puerto Cortes 0.2 0.9 2.c 2.8 0.9

Nicaragua
Corinrto - 0.5 3.0 2.5 -

Co3ta Rica
Limon-iHoin - 0.5 2.0 h.0 1.5
Puantarenas - 0.2 2.0 1. -

TPotal 1.2 7.1 15.0 14.7 6.4

1 V,ery p.rovisional and included for financial planning purposes.

F. Individual Ports

Matias de Galvez, Guatemala

lll. The present f'acilities were completed in 1955 and conisist of
a 3-bertil margir-al wsharf 457 nieters in length and are operated by an auto-
nomous authoritir. A transit shed with an area of 10,800 sqiuare meters
serves two of the three berth:. Crude oil imports are handled by a pipe
line on the wharf. The port is served by highway only. In 1965 the
port handled 260,000 metric tons of cargo, exclusive of petroleum, with
exports constituting about a third of the total. Principal exports
handled are sugar and coffee. With the help of an Export Import Bark
'Dan, tbiree neu berths -ill be. built and are expected to be in operation
in 1969.
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Puerto Barrios, Guatemala

112. Facilities were constructed in 1397 and consist of a 330
ne,,er long, 0 meter wfide finger pier connected to the shore by a 320
met-er long causeway, which is accessible by rail only. There are four
berths, one equipped with banana loading conveyors. The pier is also
equipped with petroleum prodcuct lines and bulk grain unloading facilities
A tran-sit shed with an area of 5,400 square meters is located on the pier
and three wareLouses on shore afford an additional 6,000 square meters of
covered storage space. Excluding petroleum, traffic in 1965 amonted to
3e0,000 mtetric tons with exports accounting for about half of this total.

Coffee and bananas are th-e principal export items handled and wheat and
fertiLizers are the principal imports.

San Jose, Guatemala

113. Guatemala does not have a port on the Pacific with deep-
water berths. the twfo lighterage ports of San Jose and Chanper-ico both
are entirely oDen roadsteads. Tonnage handled at the two ports together
riore than doubled between 1960 and 1965 reaching 200,000 metric tonas,
e.cluding petroleum. If a deep-water port with a protected harbor were
constructed at San Jose, it could handle substantially all of the trafLic
notiY going through Champerico.

:114. An economic anld engineering feasibility study of a combined
fishing anid commercial port on Guatemala's Pacific coast made in 1964,
-ecomn.ended the construction of' such a port at a new harbor to be dredged
out of swJanaland southeast of 3an Jose at a cost estimated to be almost
(IA pesos 16 million. The harbor would initially have a 1,100 foot wharf
fcr berthing twro large cargo vessels and facilities for docking six
tis'ing boats. The study presents an economic justification for a
fishing port in the proposed harbor but presents something less than a
full economic justification for the project as a whole. A fishing port
D. itself would not justify suich a large investment. On the basis of
information available at the t:ime to the mission, it was still uncertain
wn etb cr the high cost of the proposed port project in relation to its
potential traffic volume for some time would yield a sufficient economic
rate of return to justify the :investment. Thus economic aspects of the
pocrt will need to be carefully considered before any decision is taken
to proceed with the construction of a new port at San Jose. The alter-
native nossibility of relying on expanded port facilities at Acajutla in
E' Salvador should also be explored.

sAcajutla, El Salvador

115. Completed in 196L and operated by an autonomous authority,
this sort is formed by a 763 meter long breakwater that shelters the
hn&bor basin from the Pacific swell. The outer 363 meters of the break-
water has a width of 37 meters; berthing facilities for twfo vessels on
the harbor basin side are in use; the two berths on the ocean side are
rot used because of the Pacific swrell. A cargo transit shied on the pier
has anl area of 4,0o0 square meters and a warehouse on shore has an area
of 22,000 square meters. Oil rankers are served by a submarine pipeline.
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116. The port is served by highwav and by railroad. Port traffic
in l965 was some 380,000 metric toons, excLuding petroleum, wiith exports
accounit--g for about a th-rd o:f the total traffic. Coffee is the largest
enport item, followed bv sulgar and cotton. A loan recently granted by IDB
&1 he~p finaance the addition of three new; berths at a cost of CA pesos
O m,illion.

Cutuco, El Salvador

11'7. The port facilities, constructed in 1915, consist of a twoTo-be-rth
finger pier 150 meters long and 24 meters wjide, cornected to the shiore
b:av a 1<'2-meter trestle. The pier has a transit shed with an area of
1,860 square meters and is eqt.ipped with petroleum pipelines, but is
accessible by rail only,. On shore there are several warehouses `ith a
total area of son.e 22,000 squaere meters. The port is owned and operated
byr P'ICA as a railroad monopolyr. If the port were expanded and modernized,
it ,ould be a strong candidate to serve the region of the Golfo de Fonseca,
bordered by the three countries of El Salvador, N^iicaragua and Honduras.
But, if the port is not moderniized and expanded, traffic will be diver-ted
t;o Acajutla and to a Pacific port being considered in ionduras. FICA
has no plans for modernizationi or expansion of the port, although its
franchi-se runs wutil 1989. '.ile it provides that the Government can buy
out the railroad including port facilities in 19'70, it is doubtful that
tlhe Gover-nment would buy out the railroad solely to gain possession of the
port facilities. From an economic noint of view, however, it is likely
that a raivlway-government agreement for modernizing and expanding Cutuco
w-Jould benefit both the economy and the railroad.

A port on the Pacific coast, lionduras

113. Honduras has no deep-water port on the Pacific. The lighter-
age port at AmaDala, located on an island in the Golfo de Fonseca, is the
most expenhs-ve and awkward port in Central America. All imports must be
liignte .:ed ashiore for customs clearance before being relightered over a
distance of 30 kilometers to San Lorenzo on the mainland. 1 'hile exports
can be lightered from San Lorenzo directly to ships anchored off Amapala,
it has often proved necessary to stockpile them at Amapala. Despite
high costs, exports through Aimapala increased steadily between 1960 and
1965 and more than doubled over this period, reaching 85,000 tons in
1965. li;ith both imports and exports, Amapala handled 103,OCO tons in
1965, excluding petroleum. There have been several preliminary engi-
neering and economic feasibility studies for a Pacific port for Honduras.
One of these studies, made by Tippetts, Abbett, iMcCarthy and Stratton
in 1958, is considered to be a suitable point of departure for a further
investioation of one or tw^o sites. At the request of the Honduran Govern-
ment the Bank has drawn up terms of reference for a site selection and
feasibility study that should provide information required for a sound
decision on the question of the economic and technical justification for
a port on the Pacific coast of Honduras.



Puerto Castilla, Honduras

119. Once a major port, traffic through Puerto Castilla
vanished in 1938 when the Trujillo Railroad Company stopped shipping
bananas. The pier, built in 1923, has almost completely deteriorated.
The port is used only for the shipment of small tonnages of frozen meat
and plywood to Puerto Cortes. A decision to go ahead wiith the long-
pending pulp and paper project in the area would require the rebuilding
of the port at Castilla. Without the traffic that this facility would
generate there is no economic 'ustification to build a new port at
Castilla in the foreseeable future.

Iuerto Cortes, Honduras

120. Facilities at Puerto Cortes consist of a 292 meter long
banana wharf constructed in 19].9 and a 196 meter long general cargo
wiharf constructed in 1955. Petroleum products are handled at a sepa-
rate berth. The banana wharf is equipped with loading conveyors and
has an open shed with an area of 2,300 square meters. The general
cargo wharf has a transit shed with an area of 3,200 square meters.
The port is served by highway and by railroad. It will be administered
by- a new autonomous port agency organized in 1966. Current traffic,
excluding petroleum, amounts to 730,000 metric tons of which 380,000 is
banana exports. Other important exports are lumber, minerals and coffee.
In 1965 the port handled some 90,000 tons of imports. IWith congestion
at the port a matter of growring concern, the port authority is proceeding
with a CA pesos 6.8 million program to expand it by adding two new berths
by 1970, with the assistance o: a Bank loan extended in 1966.

Corinto, Nicaragua

121. ANew port facilitLes were completed in 1960 with the assis-
tance of a Barn loan; they consist of a 366 meter long concrete wharf
wiith two transit sheds. An o:Ld 160 meter pier of wood on concrete piles
iEs connected to the new concrete wharf, and connects to shore by a 117
meter long approach trestle. The port is served by highway and by rail-
road. It is administered by an autonomous port authority and is consid-
ered to be the most efficient dleep-water port in Central America. In
1965, Corinto handled 640,000 tons, of which about 65 percent was exports,
mainily cotton, cotton seed and sugar. Technical studies have been made
of the addition of two new berths, at a cost estimated at CA pesos 6
million, as part of a long tern port development program.to increase
capacity to 750,000 metric tons by 1970. Since current traffic volume ex-
ceeds the present capacity of the port, it is urgent to complete the
s-tudies and, on the basis of their results, to arrange for the foreign
financing needed to help carry out the project.

Atlantic Port, Nicaragua

122. In 1966, with the financial help of the United Nations
Development Program and with IBRD as executing agent a study was begun
of the regional development possibilities of Nicaraguats Mid-Atlantic
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area. This includes the feasibility of a modern port and possible
connecting road to the BluefieLds region as well as possibilities for a
coastal shipping canal, river navigation and agricultural development.
The study is expected to be comlpleted in 1968; thus major investments
which might result cannot be eKpected until 1969 or later.

Pumtarenas, Costa Rica

123. Constructed in 129, facilities at this port consist of a
lt9 meter long pier connected to shore by a 345 meter long trestle. The
pier provides berthing for two vessels but is accessible only by rail.
Petroleum is handled by a nearby submarine pipeline. The port is opera-
ted by the Government-owned railroad. Traffic in 1965, excluding
petroleum, amounted to 200,000 tons with exports accounting for about 35
percent of the total. The main export is coffee. A feasibility study
of Costa Ricats ports was conducted by Transportation Consultants, Inc.
in 1964 and it recommended a CA pesos 3.6 million expansion project to
add two new berths to the port. Preliminary engineering for this project
is about to begin as part of the Limon-Moin-Puntarenas port studies. The
Government is planning to place administration of the port in the hands
of an autonomous port authority.

Pierto Limon, Costa Rica

124. Constructed at the turn of the century, port facilities at
Limon consist of two T-shaped piers. One, known as the national pier,
is used only for shallow-draft vessels and is in extremely poor condition.
The other, called the metallic pier, is 320 meters long and 24 meters
wide and is connected to shore by a 366 meter long access trestle. This
pier accommadates three vessels and is accessible by rail only as it is
owned and operated by the Niorthern railway. The rail layout is awkward
and inefficient. Petr6leum products are handled by pipelines on the
pier and bananas are loaded by portable conveyors that can be mounted
on the vessel loading. Covered storage space on shore is provided by
five warehouses with a total area of 7,240 square meters. Traffic through
the port in 1965 was 460,Coo mretric tons, excluding petroleum, and is about
evenly divided between imports and exports. Banana exports amount to some
100,000 tons. Other significant exports are coffee and sugar. The port
is badly congested and will become even more so since banana exports
through it are expected to rise sharply in the near future.

125. In 1964 the United Nations Special Fund financed a prelimi-
nary economic and engineering survey of Costa Rica's ports and railroads.
The study recommended that a new port should be constructed at Moin Bay
three and a half miles to the north of Limon. The first phase of con-
struction, estimated to cost CA pesos 8 million, would provide a sheltered
harbor and 3 deep-water berths. A consultant is being selected to carry
out more detailed preliminary engineering and locational studies for a
port at or near MIoim Bay. It will probably take six or seven years
before the new port becomes operational. Meanwhile, with exports - espe-
cially bananas - projected to increase rapidly, the Government must come
to an early decision on temporary facilities to handle the increased
tonnage in the interim period.
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G. Conclusions

126. Port expansion will be an important field of public invest-
me.iit activity in the next several years in order to serve the rapidly
rising volume of traffic. Thus far, the decisions on port development
have been taken by individual governments mainly on the basis of national
considerations. W4ith the remcval of trade barriers in the area, and
the establishment of uniform external tariffs, each port becomes in
effect capable of serving a much larger economic sphere of influence;
t;raffic will flow to and from these ports on the basis of the cheapest
combination of charges for ocean freight, land transport, port charges
aud costs of port delays. Amoing other things, this will spur competition
for greater efficiency at the various ports. It also emphasizes the need
for planning and considering port construction on the basis of regional
rather than purely national traffic flows.

:127. Thus far, there have been few cases where one international
port, instead of several natiorial ports, might best serve traffic require-
ments. The forthcoming expansion of Puerto Cortes is based in part on
the service needs of El Salvador as well as Honduras. The principal case
for considering a regional cooi-dination of port development relates to the
Gulf of Fornseca, which inc:Lude, the shorelines of El Salvador, Honduras
and ilicaragua and is located near the center of the Pacific coastline of
the region. The ports of Cutuco (El Salvador) and Corinto (Nicaragua)
already serve the general area. But as noted above, the railroad-owned
port of Cutuco is accessible oily to rail traffic and there are complex
problems of railway-government relationships to solve before expansion at
Cutuco could be undertaken. .orinto, which now needs expansion, will
become more accessible to Honduran traffic when the road shortcut to
Honduras is built (CA-3, Choluteca to Puente Real); assistance in finan-
cing this project is being provided by CABEI, and construction will take
until the early 70's. In Honduras, the existing lighterage port facili-
ties at Ampala-San Lorenzo are inefficient and the Honduran authorities
have felt for some time that a deep-water Honduran port on the Gulf of
Fonseca would be necessary to permit more rapid agricultural-industrial
development of its southern regions, which have lagged in comparison with
the rapid growJth in the north. At first sight, however, it appears that
i-t might be more economical to ship by road to Corinto, o,nce the highway
short-cut has been built, or even through El Salvador. 1/ In view of
these factors, SIECA has been endeavoring for some time to develop the
bases for a joint study of an agricultural-industrial-transportation
complex in the Gulf of Fonseca area to provide a sound basis for regional
development. The cost of a feasibility study for an Honduran port on
tihe Pacific is, in any case, included in the US$4.6 million Bank loan for
Puerto Cortes. Once such a study is complete, there should be close
consultation among the countries, the responsible Central American organi-
zations, and external financing agencies, before decisions are made to
embark on development of important new port facilities in the area.

1/ See preliminary evidence in TSC Report, page 399



128. Two other areas might be suitable for coordinated regional
port development. The Guateralan authorities have been planning to
construct a new deep-water port on the Pacific coast, at San Jose or
Champerico. At the same time, the capacity of the Salvadorean Port of
Anajutla (120 miles from Guatemala City) is being increased as part of
a long-range expansion program. WAhile the probable expansion of cotton
production in Guatemala in the 1970's would provide substantial traffic
for a new Guatemalan port, the alternative of relying on expanded facili-
ties at Acajutla shoLld alsD te explored. Another case is that of the
two Atlantic ports of Guatenala, one of whizh (3arrios) is now being
expanded, and Puerto Cortes ir. Honduras, which is about to be expanded
and improved by help of a Bank loan. At present, the ports serve two
distinct hinterlands. But with the possible improvement of short-cut
roads from El Salvador to Guatemala's AtlanLtic Highway and the construc-
tion of a road connecting the Honduran andl Guatemalan Atlantic ports (the
section in Honduras is already under way), there may be not only increase-
ing competition between themn ut opportunities for more efficient use of
these port facilities. Although the next stage of expansion at these
ports beyond the present ones is still some years away, decisions on this
further stage will need to take account of the coordinated development of
the Atlantic ports in both cot-ntries.

129. Aside from these: cases, the other major port developments
in Central America do not at present pose significant issues of regional
coordination. But the cases described make it clear that GeAtral America
will need to draw up a region-wide port development program in the next
few years if tlhe best locations for expansion are to be chosen from the
point of view of one comonn market economy.



IV. AIR TRANSPORT

A. Introduction

130. Air transport in the Central American Region began to develop
in the 1920's and has played an important role in the development of the
economy in recent years. The particularXy rugged and mountainous terrain
rnade the speed, flexibility ancl relatively low ground investment of air
transport particularly attractive, and the absence of or slow growth of
surface transportation gave air transport a natural monopoly which con-
tinues on some routes even today. Except in El Salvador, there are many
-towns and settlements in Central America that are linked with the outside
only by air transportation..

1L31. Today the regional arLd international air transport picture is
due to change radically after a decade of fairly steady growth anddcvel-
opment. So far Pan American Airways (PAA) is the only airline with jet
equipment of the 7 airlines nowr serving the region. When others obtain
jet equipment now on order, the capacity available for passenger and ton
miles will increase sharply, even if current equipment operated inter-
nationally is sold. The high productivity of a medium-sized jet aircraft,
compared to equipment now operating,is shown below.

Seat kilometers per
Type of equipment hour of flying time

Medium jet
727 or equivalent 90,000

Present equipment
Viscount 35,000
DC-6B 17,000
DC-3 7,500

Thus, delivery of the 2 jets now on order for just one airline now op-
erating 3 Viscounts will increase seat/kilometer capacity by almost
100 percent.

132. Under these conditiorns, it is difficult to see how 6 small air-
:Lines can continue profitable international operations. Maximum returns
from the tremendous productivity potential of jet aircraft require ex-
tensive route miles, considerable traffic, and high equipment utilization.
Not one of the 6 airlines has these basic requirements. The only economic
answer to profitable international operations for air transport in Central
America in the jet age is some kind of cooperative arrangements that would
reduce the number of CentrEl American carriers to one or 2 operations.
Yet to organize fewer but stronger airlines will require governmental
initiative and an act of a high degree of international cooperation.
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B. Governmental Organization and Role

133. While in most countries, the Government plays an active role in
planning, regulating and even operating air transport, this is not the
case in Central America, except in Guatemala, where the air carrier is
entirely publicly owned. By law, the Departments of Civil Aviation are
responsible for the economic and safety regulation of air transport; in
practice these departments limit themselves to manning and operating air-
ports and providing meteorological services. The airlines themselves
establish fares, schedules and frequencies. There is no regional route
or service planning either amorLg the 5 Governments or the 6 airlines.
In the absence of effective eccnomic regulation by the Governments con-
cerned, the concept of air trarLsport as a public service has suffered.
One result is that, except for TACA which inter-connects all, of the 5
country capitals and connects them with Panama, Mexico and the United
States, there is very little irn the way of what might be termed regional
air transport services. The regional segments flown by the country
carriers are incidental to their international flights to the United
States, Mexico or Panama. Regional service is currently inadequate to
meet present demand.

134 The location of the Departments of Civil Aviation in the

ministerial structure of the Governments varies as follows:

Guatemala Ministry of Communications
El Salvador Ministry of Public VIorks
Honduras Ministry of Communications

and Public Works
Nicaragua Ministry of War, Marine and

Aviation
Costa Rica Ministry of Transport

Even though only one of the Departments is formally linked to the
military, in practice the Air F.orces of the countries (except in El
Salvador and Costa Rica) are cLosely connected with the operation of
airlines. Each of the 5 countries is a member of the International
Civil Aviation Organization (IOAO) and each has been assisted greatly by
that organization in establishing and maintaining technical and safety
standards. The Regional Aviation Assistance Group (RAAG, a U.S. Federal
Aviation Agency staff group maintained in Panama by the U.S. AID program),
has given important assistance in the selection and installation of com-
munications and air navigation facilities, and it has also made feasibil-
ity and engineering studies for some of the major airports to equip them
to handle jet aircraft.

C. Air Navigation Facilities and Airports

135, Although regional planning has been noticeably absent in the
establishment of rates, routes and schedules, it has been important in
the area of communications and air navigation facilities. Pursuant to a
regional treaty signed in 196j, all air communication and air navigation
faci'lities are operated and maintained by a new regional organization,



the Corporacion Centroamericana de Servicios de Navegacion Aereo (COCESNA).
This i-s an important organization and is a splendid example for regional
cooperation. The air navigationi facilities and communications equipment
operated by COCESNA are availabl.e to all users of air space on a non-dis-
criminatory basis at standard u,3er fees. Prior to its formation, these
facilities were owned and opera-;ed by some of the airlines or by the
Govermnents without regard to duiplication of equipment or services.
COCESNA not only operates the facilities within the Ccmmon Market region,
but also supplies voice and teletype connections with Panama and Miami.
A part of its temporarily excess telecommunication capacity is being used
by Central Banks to provide theTa with adequate rapid services which will
need to be provided by the Central American telecommunications network
which has been slow in developing.

136. `hile Central America is relatively weUl off for air navigation
aicls and air service communications, it badly lacks night lighting
systems; as a result there is no commercial night flying in Central
America, which is a major cause for low equipment utilization by the
carriers.

L37. Of the six major airports in Central America, there is one at
each of the capitals of the cowutries and a sixth at San Pedro Sula,
Honduras. Only three - La Auro:ra Airport at Guatemala City, Ilopango at
San Salvador and La Mesa at San Pedro Sula - are long enough and have
sufficient bearing strength to handle large jet aircraft. With U.S.
AII) financing, La Mercedes at Managua is being lengthened and its bearing
surface strengthened to be made usable for jets without crippling load

limitations. A RAAG study in 1965 recommended the lengthening and
strengthening of the runway at roncontin Airport at Tegucigalpa and the
Honduran Government has applied for a CA pesos 1.3 million loan to CABEI
to undertake the airport improvEment recommended. CABEI has made no
decision on this loan application. The Department of Civil Aviation of

Costa Rica estimates that the cost for improving El Coco Airport to jet
standards to be CA pesos one million. Financing for this project has not
been arranged. Improvements should be made at both these airports be-
cauise of their key importance to regional and international air transport

in the jet age.

138. Four of the five countries (El Salvador excepted) have rather

extensive domestic air transport services. The outlying airports (away
from the capitals) are poorly constructed and badly maintained. Most are

unpaved flight strips maintained sporadically by the local community
served. With few exceptions, the one or two flights scheduled daily for
these communities do not require a control tower or air navigation equip-
ment or landing aids and traffic does not warrant very much in the way of
improvement of these flight strips. For safety, however, airstrips hand-
ling at least one scheduled flight per day should be fenced to keep animals
off the grass runways.

139. Realized and planned investments in airports, 1962-1969,

generally appear to be modest and suitable to meet needs. However,
Guatemala's program includes C) pesos 2.3 million for 1966; hardly any
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of this has been spent and it is unlikely that more than CA pesos 0.5
miUion will actually be spent during the year. Projected investments
in airports for 1966-1969, as estimated by the mission, are summarized
in the following table:

Realized and Projected Investments in Airports, 1962-1969
(million CA pesos equivalents)

Realized Exenditures Mission Projections
Country 1962 7 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969

Guatemala 1.3 - - 0.1 0.5 1.5 1.0 0.7

El Salvador 0.1 2.1 2.0 - - - - -

Honduras - 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4

Nicaragua - - 0.3 0.7 1.6 0.6 0.7 0.9

Costa Rica 0.7 0.7 0.3 o.6 0.5 1.3 1.7 0.8

Total 2.1 3.8 3.1 1.9 3.0 3.8 3.8 2.8

Source: National Planning Boards

D. The Carriers

140. Of the 6 carriers assDciated with the 5 Common Market countries,
5 have headquarters in Central .merica. Four operate both domestic and
international services, and the other 2 operate regional and international
routes only. All 4 operating bath domestic and international services are
just breaking even or are losi47 money on their domestic operations, but
are recouping on their international runs. As described below, all 6 of
the airlines are quite small and each has little equipment. Traffic data
are summarized in Table 28.

Empresa Guatemalteca de Aviacion (AVIATECA)

141. Wlholly owned by the Government of Guatemala, AVIATECA is op-
erated as an autonomous corporation by Air Force officers. Its equipment
consists of 4 DC-6's, one DC-4, 2 C-46's and 4 C-47's. AVIATECA serves
14 domestic points, 2 regional cities and 4 cities outside of the region.
Between 1960 and 1965 domestic passenger miles flown increased on the
average just over 8 percent per year, reaching a high of 6.9 million miles
in 1965. Freight ton miles floln domestically dropped by 50 percent in
1961 when the Atlantic road was completed and have since stayed steady at
about 0.5 million ton miles per year. While both passenger and weight
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load factors are high, equipment utilization is low, partly because of
thin traffic domestically and partly because there is no night flying
in Guatemala.

1-42. Regionally, AVJI.ECA serves San Salvador and San Pedro Sula
but these stops are made on itE international routes to Miami, New
Orleans, Mexico City and Acapulco. In 1965 both regional and interna-
tional passenger traffic and freight ton miles were about 4 times its
domestic passenger and cargo traffic. Management is considering extend-
ing the airline's international. operations to Houston, Puerto Rico via
Kingston and Panama. Lack of funds and physical resources and obsolete
equipment with no jet aircraft yet on order combine to make these plans
for expansion somewhat unrealilstic at present. The management hopes
to purchase 2 small commercial jets, and presumably the money for such
an investment would come from the Government or from supplier credits.

143. AVIATECA had operating losses in the years 1960-1962 which were
covered by the Government (which also advanced funds in 1964 to purchase
equipment). The carrier showec. small and rising profits in 1963 to 1965.
Available data indicates that return on equity was below one percent;
this would be improved appreciably if AVIATECA were reimabursed by the
Government for carrying the mai.l (which it now does at no charge), and
if it were paid for losses incurred on "national interest" services to
Peten, the only transport connection with that underdeveloped&jungle region.
Wrhile domestic traffic will rise, though slowly, over the next few years,
international traffic is more clifficult to project since other carriers
in the region are preparing to operate jet equipment in 1967. Guatemala
generates the largest amount of international traffic in Central AUmerica
and this will continue to be th.e case. However, competing carriers oper-
ating jet equipment are likely to siphon off a good share of the inter-
national traffic now served by AVIATECjA.

144. The management expreEsses sympathetic interest in the concept
of a regional airline, but is pessimistic that this will come about. An
experiment in pooling of eqLuipMent and services was tried with one of the
Honduran airlines between Guatemala City and San Pedro Sula but this did
Inot work out to the satisfaction of either carrier.

Transportes Aereos Centroamericanos (T._C.

]-45, TACA is the only ful].y regional airline in Central America. In-
corporated in El Salvador, it coperates no domestic flights but does pro-
vide daily flights between PanEma, the 5 Central American capitals, thence
to N'ew Orleans and Mexico. It is privately owned by United States and
E1. Salvador stockholders. Its fleet consists of 3 Vickers Viscount jet-
prop aircraft and 2 CA-4's whic:h it uses for cargo flights; 2 British
BAC-1l1 medium range jets are on order. An aggressive competitor, TACA
considers that it has currently captured about 60 percent of the regional
air passenger market even though PAA is competing with jet equipment.
Passenger traffic on the airline has increased steadily since 1960 at an
average annual rate of over 6 percent; freight traffic has increased more
slowly at an annual average rate of about 3 percent over the same period.
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Its passenger 'nd uieiXht lovcd factors i;ere quite high, and because of
excellent scheduling, equipment utilization is higher on TACA than on
the other Central American. carriers.

1)6. After substantial losses in 1960-1962, TACA's profits increased
rapidly from 1963-1965. Return on invested capital increased from 5.8 per-
cent to almost 14 percent in 1965. The airline is efficiently managed in
all respects and wilL be the first of the Central American airlines to
operate pure jet equipment.

Transportes Aereos Nacionales (TAN)

147. With only one DC-6 and 3 C-46's, TAN operates regionally be-
tween San Pedro Sula, Tegucigalpa, San Salvador and Guatemala City on its
international flights to and from Miami. The airline is reported to have
one BAC-lll jet aircraft on order. In 1963, the last ICAO figures avail-
able, TAN flew just over 17 million passenger miles with a passenger load
factor of 59 percent. It carried 2.6 thousand metric tons of freight.
Nlo meaningful financial data cn the airline's operation was available to
the mission.

Servicios Aereosde Honduras

148. SAHSA is owned one-third by PAA (under CAB order to divest it-
self of this interest), one-third by the Honduran Government and one-third
by Honduran citizens. Its dorrestic service is to 32 points in Honduras,
the largest number served by eny of the Central American domestic carriers.
It operates 7 DC-3's, 2 C-46's and one DC-6 and is acquiring a Convair 440
but no jet equipment. Between 1960 and 1965 its domestic passenger ser-
vice increased on the average by 4.5 percent annually, reaching almost
22 million passenger miles. 1reight ton miles declined slightly over
the period and averaged some ].2 million ton miles. Equipment utiliza-
tion rates are not high, but its domestic passenger and weight load
factors in 1965 were 46 and 72' percent respectively. Regionally the
airline operates via Guatemala City, San Salvador and Belize to Miami.
With the DC-6 operating for the firt time in 1965, international passenger
miles flown jumped from under 6 million in 1964 to 15.5 million in 1965
and its small international freight doubled to 0.6 million ton miles.
International passenger load factors were below 40 percent until 1965
when this figure climbed to 5() percent. The weight load factor in that
year was 60 percent. The airline reported net losses in 1960 and 1961;
since then it has shown a profit each year. The TSC study computed an
estimated return on investment in 1963 of 17 percent. However, the
coming intense jet competition can be expected to affect adversely the
now profitable international operations.

Iineas Aereas de Nicaragua (LA\ICA)

-Lh9. LANICA is owned privately by one of Nicaragua's leading citi-
zens, with PF holding a smaL:L interest. It serves 5 domestic towns,
noneof which have road or raiL connections with the rest of the country.
It has one DC-6, one C-47, 4 C-46's and one DC-4, and it has ordered one
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BAC-fl) jet aircraft. In recent years LANICA's domestic passenger miles
flown increased at an average rate just over 3 percent a year, reaching
a high of 4.4 million passenger miles in 1965. Freight ton miles have
remained constantly at low levels. Domestic load factors have been high.
LAJ'ICiA's international passenger mile traffic has increased much more
rapidly than its domestic traffic, quadrupling from 1960 to 1965 to
aboDat 17 million passenger miles, with a high passenger load factor.
Freight carried, however, has declined from 1960 to 1965. Advance finan-
cial data indicates that generally it has been profitable since 1960.
The TSC report estimates the rate of return on investment of over 8 percent
for 1964. dhile LANICA's domestic traffic should hold up well over the
next 5 years, with intensified jet competition, and despite the addition
of the jet plane now on order, LANICA is likely to have difficulties in
operating a profitable international operation.

Lineas ikereas Costarricenses (LACSA)

150. LACSIE provides air service to 10 cities in Costa Rica, several
of which have no surface transportation connections wfith the rest of the
country. It operates a fleet of 2 DC-6's, 5 C-46's and 2 small C-45's.
Domestic passenger miles flown have declined by an average of 4 percent
per year in recent years, totaling about 7 million in 1965. Domestic
f'reight operations are low and declining. Equipment utilization is
poor. Domestic passenger and weight load factors in 1965 were 45 and 62
percent respectively.

151. Internationally, LACCA serves Miami via Grand Cayman Island,
IMlexico City via San Salvador and Panama City, and has fared much better
in this than in its domestic service. Passenger miles flown internation-
ally have virtually doubled since 1960, and freight ton miles flown have
also increased, although not a,. sharply, to 7 million ton miles of cargo
in 1965. Based on paid-in capital, the TSC study estimates that the rate
of return from 1959-1963 averaged about 2 percent per year. LACISA should
be able to improve its domestic services sufficiently so that the decline
in domestic traffic can be arrested. In the face of increasing inter-
national jet capacity, it is difficult to see how the international op-
erations of the airline will be able to stand up to the increased jet
competition just ahead.

E. Conclusions

152. Domestic air services in Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua and
Costa Rica are essential for the economic development of these countries.
The services now provided domestically in these countries appear adequate
and can probably continue to be! operated with little loss, using fully
depreciated equipment already owned by the airlines. If necessary and in
some cases, in the interests of' rapid communication to isolated areas,
G'overnment subsidies might be Justified to keep these domestic operations
going.



153.. Regionally and :inter'nationally the outlook is very different.
At present all of the Central American airlines operating international
routes are enjoying rising traiffic and high load factors, However, once
the jet aircraft now on order are in operation, competition will intensify
radically. The increased capacity brought by the jets on order will de-
mand longpr route patterns ancl higher traffic densities than now exist.
The traffic will not be suffci.ent to permit all 6 of the airlines that
now operate in the region plus PAA to continue earning the kind of profits
on international operations that they have enjoyed since the early 1960's.
Thus, solutions will have to be sought; these lie in the direction of
consortia or a well developed system of pooling covering spare parts,
maintenance, repair, equipment, traffic and perhaps revenues. Undoubtedly,
there are many obstacles to such solutions but they are needed if adequate
and economic service is to be available regionally and internationally.
The airlines themselves financed a feasibility study in 1960 for possible
merger. The study, made by a foreign consulting firm, clearly showed
the advantages of merger. The 6 airlines should make a renewed effort
to organize a regionally integrated operation. Should steps along these
lines be slow in coming, the Governments would have no recourse but
themselves to seek a regional solution to assure adequate and efficient
regional and international air services.



V. TRANSPORT COORDINATION

A. Rail-Air-Road Coordination

154. As in most countries, in each of the five Central American
Republics little if any attention has been given to transport coordination.
To be sure, iwith no national - let alone regional - network of railways,
there has been less need for such coordination than in many other countries.
Nevertheless, on routes where new highways have been built paralleling
railroads, traffic has been diverted to trucks and buses. The sharp fall-

cff in rail traffic on four of the seven railroads and the absence of in-
creases in traffic on two others in a period when total traffic was in-
creasing is the direct result of road competition. On only one of the
seven railways serving the general public has traffic increased since 1960
(Table 26), primarily because there is no road com.petition on the main
route of the railroad. On routes where road and rail transport compete,
since the Governments impose no restrictions, users of transport have a
free choice to select the transport mode best suited to their requirements.
The trend in all five of the ccuntries is toward the use of road transport
services. Road transport in the Central American countries has also of-
fered competition to domestic air transport and has cut into traffic in
some cases. As new roads have connected towms and localities hitherto
served only by air, some freight traffic and, more significantly, passenger
t;raffic has been diverted from air carriers to trucks and buses.

]55. One element affectinE: the choice of mode used by the shipper or
the passenger is the degree of direct or indirect subsidization received
by each transport mode. As irndicated below, available evidence shows
that road users are heavily subsidized indirectly in the sense that road
user charges cover considerably- less than government road costs. Rail-
road users are also subsidized not only because the carriers enjoy a tax
free status but also because revenues from port operations received by
some of the railroads are used to cover deficits incurred in hauling
traffic. To the degree that landing fees do not cover in full the invest-
ment, maintenance and operating: costs of airports and ancilliary facilities,
air transport users are also stbsidized. For those airlines whose profits
from international operations cover deficits of domestic operations, domes-
tic users are enjoying a subsidy. In addition, both rail and air carriers
are subsidized in those cases wrhere governments cover operating deficits.

B. The Governments' Road Costs and User Charges

i56. In the absence of data, it has not been possible for the mission
to estimate the extent of subsi.dization received by rail and air transport
users. It is clear, however, that road users in Central America now
enjoy large indirect subsidies in the form of low road user taxes, includ-
lng motor fuel taxes. To obtain a general order of magnitude as to the
extent of the road user subsidization, the mission has attempted a rough
approximation of the annual costs of the road systems to the Governments
and the revenues received from road users. (Appendix A presents the data.
assumptionE and calculations of these costs and revenues.) In 1964., the
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estimated annual costs or prcwvLding services of trunk and-principal roads
wYas as followis:

G ES H N CR 1
(million CA pesos)_.

Annual depreciation of the roadi
system 11.7 9.2 4.4 5.0 7.5

Interest orn invested capital 10.1 8.o 3.8 h.6 6.7
Miaintenance and administrative

road costs 5.6 1.6 1.9 2.8 1.6

Total 27.4 18.8 10.1 12.4 15.8

1/ G=Guatemala; ES=E1 Salvador; H=Honduras; N=i'licaragua; CR=Costa Rica.

-~~~~~~~~~4

157. Total revenues collected from road users in 1964 are estimated
as follows:

G ES H N CR 1/
(million PA pesos)

Gasoline duties and taxes 6.8 6.3 2.1 .7 .6
Import duties on vehicles and

parts 3.9 4.7 0.3 2.7 3.7
Vehicle oirmership tax 1.1 1.2 0.3 - -
License and other fees 0.7 1.2 0.6 0.3 0.9

Total 12.5 13.h 3.3 7.7 9.2

:L/ G=Guatemala; ES=E1 Salvador; H=Honduras; N=Nicaragua; CR=Costa Rica.

:L58. Not included in the road costs to governments are the costs of
constructing and maintaining city streets. Yet a portion of road user
revenues is derived from city ,;raffic, mostly from passenger cars and
small trucks. The portion of city traffic to total traffic in each of
the countries is not known, bu- a reasonable assumption based on experi-
ence in other countries is tha-: it amounts to about one-third of total
traffic. With an adjustment on this basis, estimated annual government
road costs covered by annual initercity road user re-venues is as follows:



Percentage of
Adjusted Costs Covered

Costs Revenues by Adjusted
Country (million CA pesos) Revenues

Guatemala 27.4 8.3 30
El Salvador 18.8 8.9 7
Honduras 10.1 2.2 22
Nicaragua 12.4 5.1 41
Costa Rica 15.8 6.1 39

Average 36

159. Road users, howevesr, pay in full for the initial and operating
costs of their equipment wh:ich generally tend to amount to between 70 and
90 percent of total road transport costs. Thus, even though road users
are! paying only between a quarter and a half of government road costs,
they are still paying somewhere between 75 and 95 percent of total road
transport costs.

16o. More refined data and calcualtions for each government's road
costs and road user collections than shown above would be required to
obtain an accurate estimate of road user subsidization. However, it
appears on the basis of these rough calculations that there is room for
increasing user charges on inter-city traffic. The mission considers
that such increases should be made since they would contribute to a
more economic pricing of road services in relationship to the cost of
providing them as well as a more rational allocation of investment re-
sources over the longer run; such increases would also be a source of
additional revenues which might be used to finance increasing road ex-
penditures. The revision of road user charges should be based on detailed
studies of road user costs and their proper apportionment among users.
In addition, given the growing inter-relationship of road transport with
economic development of the region, such studies would best be made on
a regional basis and in any event should take account of the regional
aspects of transportation.

C. Government Regulation

161. The Central American Governments have legal authority to regulate
rail and air transport rates, fares, routes and schedules and to license
such carriers. In practice, hcwever, these carriers operate with full
autonomy and not one of the Governments attempts their economic regulation.
ALgain, although all the countries have laws permitting at least some regu-
lation of buses, only Costa Rica and El Salvador have attempted their
economic regulation. Costa Rica's efforts have not been very effective,
mostly because of the difficulty of controlling the many small owner-
operators, but El Salvador has had success in determining bus routes to be
served, the number of vehicles on specified routes and fares to be charged.
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The regulation of trucks is all but nonexistent in any of the five countries.
There appears to be sufficient bus and truck competition in each of the
countries to prevent monopoly situations from arising. In fact, the few
larger bus and truck companies complain against what they term cut-throat
competition from small otmer-operators and evidently would welcome economic
regulation by the Governments. But the bus and truck capacity in each of
the countries appears adequate to their road transport needs without signi-
ficant surpluses of capacity. Finally, iTith so many small operators of
trucks and buses, legal regulation of the economic aspects of road trans-
port would be extremely difficuilt if not impossible to enforce. Because
of adequate competition, sufficient but not excessive capacity and diffi-
culties of enforcement, the economic regulation of road carriers appears
neither necessary nor feasible at this time.

D. The Railroad Problem

1L62. Only one of the seven railroads serving the general public in
Central America shows substantIal rising traffic. This is the Northern
Railway in Costa Rica and its rTonopoly position on the Siquirres-Limon
route will disappear when its tracks are paralleled by the road now under
construction. All the rest (taking together both the Guatemala and
El Salvador Division of IRCA, -;he International Railways of Central America)
are not sharing in the growTth of traffic in each of the five countries.
Indeed, four of the seven are losing traffic and are showing financial
:losses.

163. Substantial additional investment to rebuild and improve the
railroads would in most cases appear to be unjustified on economic grounds;
however, abandonment would require an examination of whether the traffic
could be carried at lower cost by road, including both operating costs and
costs to increase road capacity where required to handle the volume and
type of traffic now served by the railroads. Moreover, it would require
examination of problems relate,l to the re-training, re-employment or pen-
sioning of existing labor forc,. This aspect of transport coordination
clearly needs more detailed analysis and consideration than has been
given to it in any of the countbries involved.



APPENDIX A

ESTIMATES OF ROAD COSTS AND ROAD USER REVENUES FOR 196h

Introduction

1. The calculation cf road costs and road user revenues requires
some major assumptions that shculd be tailored as closely as possible to
actual conditions in a country. Nevertheless, the results will vary
widely, depending not only on the assumptions but also on the methodt-
ology employed in arriving at the Government road costs and the tax and
other revenues that properly can be assigned as charges paid by road
users for their use of the roact facilities. The results of the exercise
in costs and revenues presentecd here must be used with extreme caution.
They show only very rough orders of magnitude of the proportions of esti-
mated government road costs covrered by estimated road user payments.
Much more detailed and refined data would be necessary for each country
before the percentages calculated could be relied on as very precise.
To repeat, the calculations presented here should be used as rough indi-
cators only.

Governments' Estimated hoad Costs

2. The method employed here in estimating road costs quantifies
the replacement costs of the principal roads. The road costs are taken
to include depreciatior of the road system, interest on capital invested
in roads and the costs of main-;enance and administration for the same
year (1964) as income received from road users. It is considered appro-
priate to charge only the costs of trunk and principal highways to road
users; costs of penetration and feeder roads to open up new areas in
acdvance of traffic growth have not been included in these calculations of
road costs.

3. In the absence of data on each country, the average construction
costs of different grades of read are those calculated by Bank experts on
the basis of conditions and exDerience in Honduras. These are average
construction costs for level, rolling and mountainous terrain. It is
assumed that construction costs of roads are the same in each country,
though it is recognized that per kilometer construction costs are likely
to vary somewhat, but probably not a great deal. Another assumption is
that the economic life of paved and unpaved roads is 20 and 15 years
respectively; this is the conservative life span frequently used and
probably overrates costs somewhat.

4. Depreciation has been calculated on a straight line depreciation
basis with no allowance for possible residual value of the roads at the
end of their assumed life. The opportunity cost of invested capital is
assumed to be 10 percent for each of the countries and is applied on
half of the calculated invested capital on the assumption that the present
road systems are at the midpoint of their assumed life spans. In
actual fact, El Salvador's system now probably averages more than half
the assumed life spans, while Honduras' newer system is probably con-
siderably less than half.
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5. On the basis of current prices of construction, the total costs
of all trunk and principal roads in each of the 5 countries are calculated
as follows:

Cost Per Km. Total Construction Costs
Road Length in Kilometers _ (million (million CA pesos)
Type G ES H N CR - CA pesos) G ES H U1 CR

Trunk

Paved 1,193 877 359 750 625 0.090 107.4 78.9 32.3 67.5 56.3
Unpaved 399 114 492 353 692 0.050 17.0 5.7 24.6 17.6 34.6

Principal

Paved 68 180 36 69 371 0.065 3.4 11.7 2.3 LI.5 24.1
Unpaved 1,868 1,616 L29 68 456 0.040 74.7 64.6 17.2 2.7 18.2

Total 202.5 161.0 76.4 92.4 133.2

1/ G=Guatemiala; ES=El Salvador; H=Honduras; N=Nicaragua; CR=Costa Rica.

6. With the assumed economic lives of roads, and using suraight-line
depreciation with no residual value, the annual depreciation costs are
calculated to be:

Annual Depreciation Costs
Econogic (million CA pesos)

Road Type Life G ES H N CR

'r-unk

Paved 20 5.4 3.9 1.6 3.4 2.8
'Unpaved 15 1.1 0.4 1.6 1.2 2.3

Princioal

Paved 20 0.2 0.6 0.1 0.2 1.2
Unpaved 15 5.0 h.3 1.1 0.2 1.2

Total 11.7 9.2 4.4 5.0 7-5
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7. Applying the opportunity cost of capital to half of the amounts
invested in roads (this assumes that each road system averages half of
its life span), and adding total 1964 costs of maintenance and adminis-
tration of roads (only a minor portion of these expenditures is applied
to feeder roads), the total estimated government annual road costs in
1964 are:

(million CA pesos)
G ES H N CR

Annual depreciation of road. syztem 11.7 9.2 4.4 5.0 7.5
Opportunity cost of invested capital 10.1 8.o 3.8 4.6 6.7
Nlaintenance and administration costs 5.6 1.6 1.9 2.8 1.6

Total 27.4 18.8 10.1 12.4 15.8

Road User Tax Contributions 1564

8. Collected by the Governments from road users are: fuel import
duties and taxes, import duties on vehicles and parts, import duties and/or
excise taxes on tires, vehicle ownership taxes, and license fees. The
mission has good data on revenues for all these taxes except those on
tires. It could be argued that only import duties on fuel, vehicles and
parts above the average duty should be allocated to road user payments.
Similarly, it can be argued that only that portion of excise taxes on
fuel, vehicles and parts above the average of all excise taxes is prop-
erly allocable to road users. In the absence of such averages, however,
all of the import duties anid excise taxes are considered to be part of
road user revenue.

9. Government road cost<3 do not include the costs of constructing,
maintaining and administering city streets. Yet users of these streets
pay the same user charges that are paid by intercity road users. For
developing countries such as those in Central America it is estimated
that somewhere a third of the user charge revenues comes from city
traffic; on this basis it follows that only two-thirds of user revenues
are paid by the users of intercity roads. Taxes collected from road
transportation in 1964 were:
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Central America: Taxes Collected from Transportation, 1964
(riu1J.on CA pesos)

Import Of which
Gas- Duties on Vehi6le Contributed
oline Vehicles Ownership License Other by Intercity~

Coaintry Tax and Parts Tax Fees Taxes Total Users 1/

Guatemala 6.8 3.9 1.1 0.7 12.5 8.3

El Salvador 6.3 4.7 1.2 0.1 1.1 13.4 8.9

l3onduras 2.1 0.3 0,3 0.1 0.5 3.3 2.2

Nicaragua 4.7 2.7 0.3 7.7 5.1

Costa Rica 4.6 3.7 0.9 9.2 6.1

1/ Assuming that about one-third is collected from city street users.

10. The proportion of government road costs paid for through user
taxes in 1964 is as follows:

-________ (Mill-ion sF _ _CA_____s

A. B.
Two-thirds of Road Percentages of

Country 1964 ser Taxes Costs A to B

Guatemala 8.3 27.4 30

El Salvador 8.9 18.8 47

llonduras 2.2 10.1 22

Nicaragua 5.1 12.4 L

Costa Rica 6.1 15.8 39

Total 30.0 84.5 36
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11. Again it must be stressed that these percentages are at best
only an approximation. They c.o serve to indicate that for the region
on a whole a little more than a third of road costs are recovered by
governments by road user charges. But the range is considerable, Honduras
showing little more than one-fifth and El Salvador somewhat less than
one-half.
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Table
No.

1 Central America: Integration Roads

2 Guatemala: Highway Network, 1965

3 El Salvador: Highway Network, 1963

4 Honduras: Highway Network, 1959-1965

5 Nicaragua: Highway Network, 1966

6 Costa Rica: Highway Network, 1959-1965

7 Central America: Road Maintenance Expenditures, 1960-1965

8 Central America: Nlumber and Types of Registered Vehicles, 1960-S5

9 Guatemala: Design Standards

10 El Salvador: I)esign Standards

11 Honduras: Desi gi Standards

12 Nicaragua: Design Standards

13 Costa Rica: Design Standards

14 Central America: Highway Design Standards Recommended by TSC

15 Central America: Actual Investment in Roads, 1962-1965, and
Planned Investment, 1966-1969

16 Guatemala: Highway Expenditures, 1959-1965

17 El Salvador: Highway Expenditures, 1960-1965

18 Honduras: Highway Expenditures, 1959-1965

19 Nicaragua: Highway Expenditures, 1959-1965

20 Costa Rica: Highway Expenditures, 1959-1965

21 Guatemala: Road Investments, 1965-1969

22 El Salvador: Road. Investments, 1965-1969

23 Honduras: Road Investments, 1965-1969
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Table No.

24 Nicaragua: Road Investments, 1965-1969

25' Costa Rica: Rcoad Investments, 1965-1969

26 Central America: Railroad Traffic and Earnings, 1960-65

27 Central America: Traffic at Principal Ports, 1960-1965

28 Central America: Air Traffic, Load Factors and Earnings, 1960-1965



Table 1: CENTRA]. AMERICA: INTEGRATION ROADS

Estimated cost
Total to complete aftei
Length 1964 i/
in (millions of CA

Designation Description Status Kms. pesos)

CA-1 Interamerican Highway Portions completed
and some to be
constructed. 2,000 45.0

CA-2 Pacific Coastal High- Completed and fully
way, Northern Section, paved. 632
(between Guatemala and
El Salvador)

CA-3 Pacific Coastal High- Construction of 52 231 143
way, Southern Section, km. in Honduras
(between Honduras and scheduled to start
Nicaragua) in 1968. Construc-

tion of 44 kms. in
Nicaragua proceeding;
CABEI financing
arranged. Remaining
135 km. in Nicaragua
is paved and in good
condition.

CA--4 Western Highway Construction and 378 5.1
(between Honduras paving about to begin
and El Salvador) or completed in El

Salvador and Honduras.

CA-5 Interocean Highway South highway comple- 439 25.0
(in Honduras) ted and paved. San

Pedro Sula-Puerto
Cortes section comple-
ted and paved. Tegu-
cigalpa-Potrerillos
under construction.

CA-6 Alternate Inter- Scheduled to start 197 7.5
american Highway - construction in
Eastern Section Honduras in 1967. CABEI
(between Honduras financing arranged for
and Nicaragua) Nicaraguan section of

24 km from Ocotal to
the Honduran boundary.



Table 1 (cont'd): CENTRAL AIvERICA: INTEGRATION ROADS

Page 2.

Estimated cost
Total to complete after
Length 1964 1
in (millions of CA

Designation Description Status Kms. pesos)

CA--7 Alternate Interamerican Honduras construc- 203 5.9
Highway, Southern tion La Paz-Marcala
Section (between Honduras scheduled to start
and El Salvador) in 1968. El Salvador

construction from San
Francisco Gotera to
Honduran border
scheduled to start in
1968. Road is good
between San Miguel -
San Francisco Gotera
and La Paz-Villa San
Antonio.

CA--8 El Miolino-Sonsonate- Guatemala section
CA-1 interesection under construction; 148 3.5
(between Guatemala and all-weather road
El Salvador) exists in El Salvador

from Guatemalan border
to CA-1 intersection.

CA-9 Atlantic Highway Completed and fully
(Guatemala) paved. 412 -

CA-10 Rio Hondo - Nueva Under construction
Ocotepeque (between in Guatemala. 116 2.2
Guatemala and Honduras construc-
Honduras) tion scheduled to

begin in 1968.



Table 1 (contid): CENTRkL AMERICA: INTEGRATION ROADS
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Estimated cost
Total to complete
Length after 1964 1/
in (million of

Designiation Description Status Kms. CA pesos)

CA--li Vado Hondo - Copan - Santa Western section 276 104
Rosa - Marcala (between in Guatemala
Guatemala and Honduras) under construc-

tion. Construction
from Copan ruins
in Honduras to
Guatemalan border
scheduled for cons-
truction in 1903.
Eastern section in
Honduras from Santa
Rosa to La Esperanza
scheduled for cons-
truction beginning
in 1967.

CA-12 Acajutla-Padre Miguel Construction from 133 4.6
(between El Salvador Acajutla in El Sal-
and Guatemala) vador to Guatemalan

border completed or
under construction.
Padre iNliguel-Anguiatu
section in Guatemala
is scheduled for cons-
truction in late 1967.

CA-13 Puerto Cortes-Entre Honduras construction
Rlos (between Honduras program to Guatemalan
and Guatemala) border to start in 93 4.2

1967. Guatemala
section not scheduled
at all.

Grand Total 5,258 117.7

I7 rTsc estimates (see Source).

Source: TSC Consortium, Central American Transportation Study, 1964-l965.



Table 2: GUATEMALA: HIGHJAY NETWORK, 1965
(Kilometers)

Earth or
Paved Gravel Total

14aintained by Government 1571 6389 7960

DGC Roads 1571 6000 7571

Primary 1249 298 1547
Secondary 322 5702 6024

FYDEP Roads - 389 389

Not maintained by Government - 1535 1535

Private Roads - 1831 1831

Total 1571 9755 11326

Source: Directorate General oi' Highways (DGC)



Table 3: EL SALVADOR: HIGHfJAY NETIWORK, 1963
(Kilometers)

Class Total Paved Improved Unimproved

Tnunk 992 878 114 -

Departmental 2,848 180 1,616 1,052

Feeder 4,689 - 294 4,395

Total 8,527

Source: Roads Department



Table 4*: HONDUPAS: HIGHV;AY NETrfJORK, 1959-1965
(Kilometers)

Class of Highway!/ 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965

Total 2,779 3,057 3,137 3,200 3,312 3,595 3,639

Trunk Highways 851
--Paved 3

Principal Highways 6
--Paved 36

Secondary Roads 931

Feeder Roads 1,392

1/ This classification adopted in 1964 and first applied in 1965. Earlier classifications do
not lend themselves to these categories.

Source: Roads Department



Table 5: NICARAGUA: HIGHWAY NETWORK, 1966
(Kilometers)

Paved All Weather Dry Season Total

iNational R'oads: 378 238 - 1,116

Departmental fRoads:

First Class - 521 _ 521

Second Class - 1,50 - 1,50

Local iRoads: - 3a55o 3, E 5O

Total 878 2,263 3,55o 6,691

Source: {ightiay Departmen-t



T.ble 6: COSTA RICA: H1.OtWAY RENORK. 1959_196R

(Kilor ters )

MrAR T0TAL NATIONAL ROADS REGIOMAL (SECoNDARr) ROADS LOCAL ROADS 

Total Concrte Asphalt All Weavter Dry Seaso t Total Coneret. Asphalt All Weather Dry Seon Totl. Corcretf Asphalt All. Weather Dry Season Total Concrete Asphlt All Weathe, roy So-so`
Roas Roads Roads Roads Roads Road Ron Roads

2J U/ j / / g2/ 1/ 2/

1959 13,942 83 955 2,149 10,755 1,275 57 552 440 226 802 26 328 1427 21 11,865 75 1,282 10,508

1?60 13,91. 85 955 2,1149 10,755 1,277 59 552 1h.o 226 802 26 328 427 21 11,865 - 75 1,282 10,508

1961 13,949 85 96. 2,297 10,603 1,277 59 552 1.90 176 802 26 328 1.27 21 11,870 -- 86 1,380 10,1!06

1962 13.960 85 975 2,489 10,1u11 1,277 59 552 550 116 802 26 328 427 21 11,881 - 95 1,512 10,271

19i3 11,470 85 1,001 3,175 10,206 1,279 59 556 618 Id. 828 26 31.5 39 18 12,363 __ 103 2,118 10,11.2

19614 16.106 85 1,035 3,1.o 11.516 1,363 59 566 692 b6 8m 26 31.5 457 - 13,915 -- 124 2,291 11,500

1965 16.9149 85 1,062 3,756 12,046 1.397 59 581 708 6 837 26 351 457 - 11,715 _ _ 124 2,591 3/ 12,000 3/

1/ Roads with gr-el or isproSsd eail surfaolug.
7/ Earth Rood.
'S/ Esti.te.

?ourcee High.ay DeparDt



Table 7: CENTRAL AME1RICA: ROAD MAINTENANCE EXPENDITURES,
1960 - 1965

(Millions of CA Pesos)

Country 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965

Guatemala ' .5 5.3 5.4 5.4 5.6 5.2

El Salvador 1.5 1.6 1.4 1.5 1.4 1.4

Honduras 'L.9 1.6 1.5 1.5 2.0 1.5

Nic:aragua 2.1 2.3 2.2 2.8 2.8 2.3

Costa Rica 0.9 0.9 1.3 3.2 3.1 3.3

Total 1:1.9 11.7 11.8 14.4 14.9 13.7

j Fiscal Years, 1960-1964

Source: National Highway Departments



Table 8: CENTRAL AMJERICA: NUMBER OF REGISTERED FOUR-WHEELED
SELF-PROPELLED VEHICLES, BY TYPES, 1960-1965

(Thousands)

Average Annual
1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 Percent Increase

Guatemala 41.0 44.5 48.1 53.0 58.2 57.9 7

Cars 23.5 25.7 28.0 28,0 31.2 31.0 5
Trucks 7.1 7.6 8.1 12.6 1L.O 13.9 16
Other lo.4 11.2 12.0 12.4 13.0 13.0 4

El Salvador 29.1 32.0 32.7 33.2 34.o 34.3 3

Cars 18.5 20.2 21.0 21.7 21.1 21.3 3
Trucks 3.3 3.4 3.6 3.3 3.7 3.7 2
Other 7.3 8.4 8.1 8.2 9.2 9.3 5

Hoiduras 11.0 11.3 11.6 14.3 16.0 18.7 12

Cars 5.5 5.7 5.9 7.5 8.8 9.7 13
Trucks 3.9 l.O 4.0 L4.9 5.9 7.0 13
Other 1.6 1.6 1.7 1.9 1.3 2.0 4

Nicaragua 15.9 16.1 17.3 19.4 21.0 23.3 9

Cars 8.7 8.3 8.1 8.6 8.9 9.8 1
Trucks 5.0 4.8 5.4 6.9 7.1 8.5 12
Other 2.2 :3.0 3.8 3.9 5.0 5.0 21

Costa Rica 25.6 26.4 26.9 28.3 30.8 33.9 5

Cars 10.0 1(.3 10.5 11.3 12.3 14.0 7
T'rucks 8.4 7 .9 7.8 8.2 8.9 10.2 4
Other 7.2 8.2 8.6 8.8 9.6 9.7 6

Ce-tral America 122.6 13(.3 136.6 148.2 160.0 168.1 7

Cars 66.2 70.2 73.5 77.1 82.3 85.8 5
T'rucks 27.7 27.7 28.9 35.9 39.6 43.3 9
Other 28.7 32.4 34.2 35.2 38.1 39.0 4

Source: National Highway Departmnents.



Table 9: rCJATEMALA: DFSTGN STANDADDS

Average Daily | | Design Width (m) yRoadwa idth Right of | Molimun m Maximum Sight Distance Sight Distance
Traffic in Road Speed ant type of Cut Fill Way Radiun Grade for Stopping for Passing

Design Year lAssification K,PH pavemnPent M M Width M t M4 no'rw Reeonended _m"La Recomm«ded

I ~ ~ M M ~ I IN j I M|

Type "A 2x7.20 25 24 50 f
3,000 Flat 100 Concrete or 375 3 16o 200 700 750
to Rolling 80 Asphalt Con- 225 4 110 150 520 550

5,000 Mountainous 60 crete or 110 5 70 100 350 400
Multipl Sur-
face
Treatment

Type- O" 7.20 13 12 40 I
1,500 t 80 Aspbalt 225 6 110 150 520 550

to Rolling 60 Concrete 110 7 70 100 350 400
3,000 Mountainous 40 | or Double 47 8 40 50 180 200

Surface
Treatment

6.050o 12 10 | '40
500 FW I r-Sar,O_Plat 80 Double 225 6 10 10 5205u
to Rolling 60 Concrete 110 7 70 100 350 400
9500 Mountainous 40 or Double 47 8 | ID 50 180 200

Surface

I I | ~~~~Treatmnt |

l Type "DO l l 6.oo |5 19 | 10 80 40

500 Flat 80 Double 225 8 110 150 520 550
to Rolling 60 Surface h i| 7 70 100 | 50 400

| 900 Mnmtainous 40 Treatmnt 47 18 40 3 1 180 10|

| | Type *1P | | 5.50 9.50 8.50 | 2/
1 100 | F1sLt | 50 Si5ngle | 75 | 8 55 | 70 260 | 300

to Rolling 40 tSwrfaLce t| 47 | 9 | W 50 | 8I | 20KJ
| 500 Moumtai |o 30 |Treatmt || 30 | D 30 | 35 | 110 | 15D

] I T,-- { ~~~~~~~~ - 1--~~~5.50 9.5o 81-.50 1- 25 - - TII
up to ho 40 Gravel or 47 t 10 40 50 180 200

Rolling 30 Imroed i30 12 30 35 110 150
1O Mattaiuai 20 Soil 18 1k 20 25 50 100

2/ 
Structures - Loading N15-S12

Height h.75m
Width 7.90n

1/ Type A highways have median areas of 1.50m in width.
/ The standards for Structurea are the sane for all road types, except for Type A where the width is double.
Y/ The existing law provides 25m only.

Source: Directorate General of Highways, June 1966.



Table 1: EI SALVADOR: DEMIGN STANDARDS

Average Daily Design I4idth (im) Right- 11inimun'i lKaximum light Distance
Traffic in Road Speed and Type of of-14 ay Radius Grade for Stopping
Design Year Classification KPH Pavement Width WI Percent X

2000 and Primary
over Flat 90 Roadway 11 30 250 5 160

Rolling 70 Pavement 7.30 200 6 130
Plountainous 50 80 7 0O0

to Flat 80 150 5 130
2000 Rolling 70 - - 100 6 100

Mountainous 50 60 8 80

100 Terti2ry
to MH- 60 RondT-7sy 7-8 150 6 1'0

500 Rolling 50 20 100 8 100
NountainouF LtO 40 10 80

Structure .- U 15-51s2

Source; Roada Department



Tablenn: HOJDURAS DESIGM STAIMARDS

Average Daily DMs,in Minimum
Traffic in Road Speed Width Right of Radius Maximum Sight Distance M
Design Year Classification K,PH M Wav M M Grade % Sto TrP g _ Passing

500 AA
r1at 100 Roadway 10 30 287 4 150 770
Rolling 80 Pavement 7 220 5 105 490
Mountainous 60 71 6 80 300

40O A
to Ru1oO advAu-y- v47515«q
500 Rol.' Jg 60 Pavement 7 143 7 80 300

Mountainous 50 71 8 65 200

100 Primary
to F t- 80 30 191 8 105 490
400 Rolling 60 115 9 80 300

Mountainous 40 Pavement 6 47 10 50 125

50 Secondary
to Flat 50 30 95 8 65 200
100 'RolIinrg 4O Roadway 7 57 11 50 125

Mountainous 25 Pavement 5 25 11 25 75

50 Tertiary
Flat 40 30 71 9 50 125
Rollina 30 Roadway 54h 47 11 30 loO
Miountainous 20 Pavement 4 20 11 25 60

3truct.ure: H20 - S15

Source: ioadj-~ Department.,



Table 12: NICARAGUA: DESIGN STAN4DARDS

Design Minimun Maximum Bridge Design
Road Speed Right of 'Jay Radius Grade Loading and Sight Distance

Classification KPH Width M TWidth M l__ Percent Width 1D for Stopping
1L/

National Roads Subgrade 8.50
Surfaced 6.00

Second Class Shoulders 1.25 Hl5-Sl2
Flat 80 40 200 3 7.30 110
Rolling 60 120 5 75
Mountainous 40 50 7 5

LJp a r. w-I IEnt" oLUadus Ouu-aU t.
Surfaced 6.0

First Class Shoulders - H15-S12
Flat - 60 25 1205 3.50 75
Rolling 45 60 7 55
Mountainous 30 30 9 30

Departmental Roads Subgrade 5.0
Surfaced 5.0

Second Class Shoulders - J-115-S12

Flat 50 20 75 6 3.50 60
Rolling 40 50 8 45
Mountainous 30 30 10 30

1/ Stand,rds for N2tional Roads, 1st Cls-', are under di!cuc!ion.

Source: Roads Departmen-t.



Table II: COSTA RTCA: .DESIGN STANDARDS

Average Daily Traffic in Design Year

8,ooo-:33,oOo I 8,000-33,000 j 3,000-8,000 1,WO-3,00O i 00-1,000 100-00| Under 100
Rural I I n

nqsign Velocity (KWmhr)
Plains 10 80 1014 96 88 88 6h
Rolling 88 80 88 80 ?2 72 148
Hountainoua 64 64 64 614 48 48 40

Mln. Curve Raiius (m)
lain. 1400 215 400 300 275 275 130

Rolling 275 215 275 215 180 180 70
Mountainous 130 130 130 130 70 70 50

Maximum Grade (%)
Plains 4 4 4 fi 4 4 5
Rolling 5 5 5 6 6 8
Mountainous 6 t6 7 JOu

Stopping Sight Distance (m)
Plains 180 11U 180 150 130 130 gO
Rolling 130 110 130 110 100 100 65
Mountainous 90 90 90 90 65 65 50

Surfaced Width (m)
Plains 2 x 7.3 2 x 7.3 7.3 6.7 6.1 6.1 5.5
Rolling 2 x 7.3 2 x 7.3 7.3 6.7 6.1 6.1 5.5
Mountainous 2- x 7.3 2 x 7.3 7.3 6.7 6.1 6.1 5.0

Width of Shoulders (a)
Plains 3.05 3.05 2.145 1.80 1.80 1.20 1.20
Rolling 3.05 3.05 2.45 1.80 1.80 1.20 1.20
Mountainlaa 2.45 2.145 1.80 1.80 1.20 1.00 1.00

Wfdtlh of Bridges (a) Equal to sur 'aced width and shoulders 7.9 - 7.3 - 7.3 4.3
except for a ans largnr th 30 A. 8.5 t.9

Bridge Design Loading H20 - 316 20 - s16 H20 - S16 H20 - S16 H15-S12 H15-312 H - 15

Right-of-Way Width (m) _40 36 25 20 _ 20 20

50urce: Highway Departmtent.



Table Cb: CEM1TRL AXERIaA: HIGHWAY DESIG.N STANDARDS
REC0O1YTEIDED BY TSC

Plaini Rolling 4oun-tain

Item Iin.!/Pref._/ Hin. Pref. Mmn. Pref.

Design speed (km./hr.) 80 - 65 - 50
Cuinature radius (m.) 230 - 125 - 55 -

Roacday,y width (m.) 9.5 10.8 9.5 10.8 8.5 9.5
Briclge descign loadirg ............ r *****

Average Daily Traffic in Design Year
Under 50c 500-1,000 1,000-2,000 Above 2,000

Item ',En, Pref. ;in. PPref. Ji_n. Pref. Inm. P2ef 

=ht-ozi- ay iu:idth (in.) 25 30 25 30 25 30 30 35

Surf-`aced width (in.)

Plain 6.1 6.75 7.35 7.35
Rolling 6.1 6.1 6.75 7.35
Mountain 6.1 6.1 6.1 6.75

Shoulder width (mi.)
pla in ~~ .... 1.75 2,1L0 1.75 2.40 1.75 2.40 2.40 2.40

Rolling 1.75 2,40 1.75 2,40 1.75 2.4o 1.75 2.40
MouLzntain 1.25 1,75 1.25 1.75 1.25 1.75 1.25 2.40

B3ridge wiiith (m.

Plain 7.3 7.9 8.5 8.5
Rollin,g 7.3 7.3 7.9 8.5
IMIolunltainl 7.3 7.3 7.3 7.9

Maxinum grn2deJ (

Plain 5 4 L 3
Rolling 6 5 5 4
Mountain 7 6 6 5

I/ KiLn. = Minimum; Pref. = Preferred.

2/ FasEing lanes where grades exceed L percent for disstances exceedirg one
kilometer.

Sourze: TSC Consortium, Central kmerican Transportation Study, 1964-1 965,
Vol. I, p. 1713.



Table 15: CENTRAL AMERICA: ACTUAL INVESTIIENTS IN ROADS, 1962-1965,
AND PLATNED INVESTMENTS, 1966-1969

(Million C.A. Pesos)

Actual Investment
Country 1962 1963 1964 1965 Total

Guatemala 1/ 4.4 6.4 6.7 6.8 24.3
El Salvador 4.1 2.6 2.4 5.8 14.9
!ionduras 5.h 4.8 5.4 4.0 19.6
Nlicaragua 1/ 4.4 5.0 5.5 6.4 21.3
Costa Rica 3.7 4.3 6.0 6.7 20.7

'otal 22.0 23.1 26.0 29.7 100.8
2/

Planned Investment
1966 1967 1968 1969 Total

Guatemala 8.5 27.1 29.5 30.3 95.4
El Salvador 8.5 13.5 n.a. 3/ n.a. 3/ n.a.
Honduras 5.0 19.9 19.8 - 22.9 67.6
Nicaragua 1LL.6 20.9 10.3 11.2 57.0
Costa Rica 10.0 18.h 15.3 24.6 68.3

Total 46.6 99.8 n.a. n.a. n.a.

1/ Original data for fiscal years 1961-1964 to 1963-64 were adjusted to
annual basis from mid year 1962.

2/ Revised programs for 1966-1969.
5/ Being revised; original estimates were 7.9 for 1968 and 8.3 for 1969.

Source: Roads Departments.



Table 16: GUATEMAiA: HIGHWAY FXPENDITURBS, .1959-1965
(Million C.A. Pesos)

… …----- -------- ___C 0 N S T R U C T I 0 N -----------…----__----------_----_ ---- M A I N T E N A N C E ------- ___ _ADMINISTRATION __ EXPENDITUfZS

Foreign Total Total Foreign Total
---- Foreign Loans----- Grants--- -Loans & Grants- --Local Revenues--- -Expenditures---- Loans --- Expenditures---

Fiscal fercent- Percent- Per:ent- Local Percent- Percent-
Year IBRD Eximbenk DLF AID BPR Amount age of (1) Amount age of (1) Amount age of (2) I-RD Revenues Amount age of (2) Amount age of (2)

(1) (2)

1959-1960 0.30 - - 0.86 1.65 2.81 39% 4.32 61% 7.13 5iI 0.07 5.38 5.45 40% 1.24 9% 13.82

1960-1961 0.22 - 0.24 1.23 1.69 36% 3.02 64% 4.71 42% 0.02 5.26 5.28 47% 1.24 11% 11.23

1961-1962 - 0.16 0.10 0.31 2.34 2.91 71% 1.18 29% 4.09 38% - 5.39 5.39 50% 1.23 12% 10.71

1962-1963 - 1.13 1.49 0.16 0.68 3.46 75% 1.29 25% 4.75 42% - 5.43 5.43 48% 1.08 10% 11.26

1963-1964 2.31 2.41 0.16 0.14 5.02 72% 3.07 38% 8.09 54% - 5.61 5.61 38% 1.12 8% 14.82

2nd Seines-
ter of 1964 - 0.46 0.48 - 0.33 1.27 48% 1.39 52% 2.66 42% - 2.30 2.30 36% 1.41 22% 6.37

1965 _ 2.33 1.56 - 0.76 4.65 68% 2.16 32% 6.81 4% - 5.15 5.15 36% 2.37 16% 14.33

TOTALS 0.52 6.39 6.04 1.73 7.13 21.81 57% 16.43 43% 38.24 46% 0.09 34.52 34.61 42% 9.69 12% 82.54

Source: Directorate General of Highways
June, 1966



Table 17: EL SALVADOR: HIGWAY EXPENDTTURES, 1960-1965
(Million C.A. Pesos-)

Construction hlaintenance l

Year Local Funds Ic-ternal Funds Total Total

1960 1.7 1.0 2.7 1,5

1961 3.1 2.2 5.3 1.6

1962 3.3 c;.8 .1 1.L

1963 1.5 1.1 2.6 1.5

1964 1.4 1.0 2.L 1.h

1965 2.8 3,0 5.8 1.4

1/ Does not include equipment depreciation.

Source: Roads Department and IBRD



1/
Table 18: HONDURAS: HIGHIWAY EXPENDITURES, 1959-1965

(Million C.A. Pesos)

Year Construction Maintenance Total

1959 5.5 1.7 7.2

1960 6.3 1.9 8.2

1961 4.9 1.6 6.5

1962 5.4 1.5 6.9

1963 4.8 1.5 6.3

1964 5.1 2.0 7.4

1965 4.0 1.5 5.5

1/ These figures are inconsistent with those supplied by the
Planning Office.

Source: Roads Department.



Table 19: NICLARGIJA: HIGHWAY EXPEMDITUP.ES, 1959-1965
(Million C.A. Pesos)

Construction
Year Local Funds Foreign Funds Total Yaintenance Total

1959-60 3.8 0.8 4.6 2.1 6.7

1960-61 3.h 0.3 3.7 2.3 6.0

1961-62 3.5 0.8 4.3 2.2 6.5

1962-63 3.1 1.6 4.7 2.8 7.4

1963-64 3.7 1.5 5.2 2.8 8.0

1°64 2nd
Semester 2.9 0.0 2.9 1.4 4.3

1965 4.7 1.6 6.14 2.3 8.6

Total 25.1 6.7 31.7 15.8 47.6

Source: Roads Department, July, 1966.



Table 20: COSTA RICA: HIGH4JAY EXPENDITURES, 1959-1965
(IvLillion C.A. Pesos)

Construction Maintenance

External Loans Local Total External Local Total
and Grants Financing Construction Loans Financing M4aintenance

1960 0.2 1.7 1.9 - 0.9 0.9

1961i 1.6 1.9 3.5 > 1.0 1.0

1962 .7 2.0 3.7 1.3 13

1963 2.3 2.0 1.3 1.1 2.1 3.2

1964 2.7 3.2 5.9 0.9 2.2 3.1

1965 2.8 3.9 6.7 0.6 2.7 3.3

Source: Highwqay Department.



Table 21:G"ATEMALA: ROAD )IV'5STME'!T` 1965 - 1969
(millinn.s of r_A. Pesos)

Total Actual 1966 1967 1968 1969 Total 1966-1969 After 1969
Estimated Expenditures Governmrent Mission Sovernment Mission Government Mission government Mission Government Mission Government Mission

Proiect KM Cost through 1965 Plan Projected Plan Pro,ected Plan Projected Plan Projected Plan Projected Plan Projected

Integration Roads

CA-1 Interamerican
Highway (Completion) 26i 11.5 1.2 3.5 3.3 u.° 2.0 2.8 2.0 _ 2.0 10.3 9.3 - 1.0

CA-2 Escuiintla-
Taiosco 51 2.2 - - - - - 1.1 - 1.1 - 2.2 - - 2.2

CA-8 Oratorio-Rio Paz 4 9 5.0 a .8 0.2 0.2 - - - - - - 0.2 0.2 - -
CA-10 Rit Slcndo-

:{onduras Boundary 95 8.7 4.9 0.3 0.3 2.5, 1.2 1.1 1.1 - 1.2 3.8 3.8 -
CA-ti Jocotan-Ca-motan L1 3.8 - - - - - - - 1.9 - 1.9 - 1.9 3.5,
;-1o? Oasire Miiuer-
An-uiatu 23 2.9 - - _ 0.9 5 1.8 o 0.6 0.4 2.9 0.5 - 2.5

b-t^t- 5 u22 1, 1 lfl 0 1. n 3 A 6.9 3R? dl R 3 1 i-6 z2 71 R 13.7 1.5 9 q

National Roads

El Rancho-Coban 129 16.6 - 0.3 0.3 4.o 4.6 7.6 3.0 4.7 5.0 16.6 12.9 - 3.7
San Julian -E1 Estor-

San Feline and Morales
Puerto Mendez 241 29.4 0.5 o.8 0.8 2.5 1.0 8.1 1.5 9.3 3.1 20.7 6.5 8.2 22.5

Coban-Chisec-Chinaja 70 7.7 - - - - - - - 1.1 - 1.1 - 6.6 7.7
Las Rosas-mubia L8 3.8 3.6 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 _ _ - _ 0.2 0.2 - -
Mendez-Sebol-Chisec 140 15.4 - - - - 1.1 - 1.1 14.3 15.5

Sub-total 628 72.9 5.1 1.2 1.2 6.6 5.7 15.7 5.5 16.2 8.1 39.7 19.5 29.1 49.3

Secondary Roads - 2.5 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.5 - 0.8 - 0.8 - 2.5 0.3 - 2.1

Feeder Roads - 29.6 - - - 5.1 0.5 3.9 0.5 6.3 0.5 15.3 1.5 15.3 28.1

Peten Feeder Roads
(FYDEP) - 6.5 1.1 1.3 1.3 1.0 0.5 1.0 0.5 2.0 0.5 5.3 2.8 - 2.5

Othar Activities - 10.95 .6 1.6 1.6 1.6 o.6 1.3 1.3 1.5 1.4 5.9 5.9 - 1.0

Sub-total - 49.0 5.8 3.2 3.2 8.2 1.6 7.0 2.3 10.5 2.4 28.9 9.5 14.3 33.7

Maintenance Equipment - 5.8 0.3 0.1 0.1 5.4 1.8 - 3.6 - - 5.5 5.5 - -

TOTAL - I'I7 2 1. 771 __T9I 2.5 ThTI __ 58.2_ 9 2.5

Source for Government Plan: Directorate General of Highways, June 1966



Table 22: EL SALVADOR: ROAD rNVESTMENT, 1965-1969
(Millions of C.A. Pesos)

Investments Totals
1966 1967 1965 l1 1966-67 1966-69

Govern- Govern- Govern-_ Govern- Goversn-
Kilo- ment Mission sent Mission ment Mission ment Mission ment Mission Mission

Project meters Plan Projected Plan Projected Plan 1/ Estimate Plan 1/ Estimate Plan Estimate Estimate

Integration Roads 526 2.2 2.2 6.24 24.6 n.a. 5.8 n.a. 6.7 8.6 6.8 19.3

CA-1 Interamerican Highway (Betterment) 284 0.6 o.6 2.5 1.5 n.a. 2.5 n.a. 2.5 3.1 2.1 7.1
uA-i 'Sejutia - Honduras Boundary 98 1.2 1.2 2.3 1.5 n.a. 1.2 n.a. 1.2 3.5 2.7 5.1
CA-7 San Francisco Gotera - Honduras Boundary 62 0.2 0.2 0.9 0.9 n.e. 1.0 n.a. 1.0 1.1 1.1 3.1
CA-8 Ahuachapan - El Jobo 49 - - 0.1 0.1 n.a. 0.5 n.a. 1.0 0.1 0.1 1.6
CA-12 Santa Anna-Metapan - Guatemala Boundary 33 0.2 0.2 0.6 0.6 n.a. 0.6 1.0 0.8 0,8 2.24

National Roads 24.8 3.0 24.0 2.5 n.a. 3.0 n.a. 3.0 8.8 5.5 11.5

Key roads are:
San Salvador - Aca3utla
Santa Tecla - La Libertad
Sonzacate-San Jorge
Sitio del Nino-Apopa
San Miguel-Agua Salada

Other Roads and Activities 1.5 1.5 3.1 3.1 n.e. 3.1 n.a. 1.8 24.6 24.6 9.5

Secondary Roads 0.6 o.6 0.5 0.5 n.a. 0.5 n.a. 0.5 1.1 1.1 2.1
Feeder Roads 0.9 0.9 1.3 1.3 n.a. 1.3 n.a. 1.3 2.2 2.2 24.8
Maintenance Equipment 1.3 1.3 n.a. 1.3 n.e. 1.3 1.3 2.6

T O T A L 8.5 6.7 13.5 l1.2 11.9 11.5 22.0 16.9 240.3

1/ 1968-1969 program under revision.

Source Roads Department and-miasion estimates.



lraL.nher 6, 1M66

Table 23: HKNDURAS: ROAD TNhVSTMENT, 1I65-14Qh9
(millions of CG.A. FcP0eso

Total Investment
Esati- 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 Ta;tl 1966-1969

Kilo- mated FApetidi- Govcrnnent Mission Government Mission Government Mission Government lission GoveP4inI Mission
Project meters Costs cures Plan Projected Plan Projected Plan Projected Plan Projected pHAn Projected

Integration Roads

CA-3 Choluteca - Nicaraguan Boundary $2 6.0 -- 0.6 C.5 0.9 0.8
CA-, Charelecon - El Salvador Boundary 25$ 12.9 1.h 1.14 2 6 2.o l.[ 4.5 1.[4 4.o 6.8 11.9
CA-5 Tegucigalpa - Potrerillos 2103 23.8 2.9 2.9 6.0 6.0 5.7 6.7 4.8 6.8 20.l, 22.1.
3A-6 3arli - Nicaraguan Bouwiary 31, 1.3 - - - - 0.3 0.3 o.h , A e, It' ?
._A-7 VilJa aan Antonio - MarcJA -

El Salvador Boundary 1.36 3.5 - - - - - 1.8 - lU-
UA-2O Nueva Ocotcpeque - Cuatemala

Bowudary 22 1.0 - - - - - - 1.0 - 1.0
CA-1l Copan - auatemala Frontier 66 0.5 - - - - 0.5 - - 0.5
CA-1ThA Santa Rossa-racias - La Zeper-

anza 94 2,1 - - 0.7 - 0.7 - 1.0 2.14
A_-13 Puerto Cortes - Guatemala

iloundary 69 14.0 - - 0.1 - 0[4 -. h a.24

Sub-total 947 55.4 4.3 [.3 9.7 8.0 10.3 11.8 12.4 11.7 36.7 35.8

National Roads

North Coast Highway 379 2h.2 - _ 6.1 1.0 14.7 2.0 5.6 2.0 16.1, 5.0
Juticalpa - Puerto Castilla 276 12.0 - - - - 20 0. 21 2.8 LS./ JLi/

Sub-total 655 36.2 - 6.1 1.0 6.7 2.6 844 3.5 21.3 7.1

Other cetivities

illa Valley Feeder Roads 53 1.1 - - 1.1 1.1 - - 1.1 1.1
jarm to Market (penetration roAds) 602 6.9 0.7 0.7 2.3 2.0 2.3 2.9 1.6 1.3 6.A 6.9
Uridges _ 3.5 _ - 0.7 0.7 o.5 0.5 0.5 o.5 1.7 1.7

Sub-to3tal 655 11.5 0.7 0.7 4.1 3.8 2.8 3.I 2.1 1.8 9.7 9.7

T O T A L 2,257 103.1 3.82/ 5.0 5.o 19.9 12.8 19.6 17.8 22.9 17.0 61.6 52.6

V Includes new paving and 25 km. reconstruction of this road from 1967, plus $h00,000 for feasibility studies of feeder roads and reconstruction of Tegucigalpa - Jutlealpa road.
Siubject to locating and establishing a pulp amd paper mill.
B Breakdown not available.

Source for Government plant Roads Department, Jun., 1966



7s2l I TABAItkA: 6k,ATh TWriST)-NT3 196,6 - T969
(millions of C.A. nesos)

Total Actual _9 T_ 1966 1967 1 1969 Ttal 1966- 1969 After 1959

Estimated Fxpenditures Governm is Gernmt Mission Government -MiDssin Government Mirisen Government MissioMn Government Mission
Er-ject KM C-st through 1966; Plan frt-je(.ed f Plan Pr^jected Plan lanjProedc tean Prniected Plan ProJected Plan Pr-jected

Integratiorn Roads

CA-1 Interameri can
Highway 158 6.2 0.6 1.0 1.0 0.2 0.2 1.7 1.0 2.2 1.5 5.3 3.7 c.5 1.9

CA-3 Puente Real -
Honduras Bdry. 63 6.8 - 1.6 1.0 3.0 1.5 0.2 1.3 - L.0 6.8 .8- -

CA-6 Yalagulna - Ocotal-
tas Manos b5 5.o 1.8 - - 2.6 2.6 0.6 0.6 - - 3.2 3.2 - -

Sub-total 246 16.0 2.6 2.6 2.0 5.8 6.3 2.5 2.9 2.2 2.5 13.1 11.7 0.5 1.9

National Roads

Rama ?oad Construction
and Paving 236 7.7 1.5 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.2 2.0 2.0 5.3 5.3 - -

Telica - San Tsidro 96 8.9 6.7 1.7 1.7 0.6 0.4 - - - - 2.1 2.1 - -

Jiloa - La Paz 69 2.3 1.2 1.1 1.1 - - - 1.1 1. -

Moyogalpa - A1tagracia 30 1.3 0.2 1.0 1.0 0.2 0.2 - - - - 1.2 1.2

Leon Beltway 10 0.2 - 0.2 0.2 - - 0.2 0.2

DiriashA - r- -es '2 1.1 - u.2 0.2 0.9 0.9 - - 1.1 1.1

Obraje - Malpaisillo 39 o.6 - - - o.5 0.5 0.1 0.1 - - 0.6 o.6

Granada Beltway 3 0.8 - - - - - - - 0.8 0.8 . o.8 -

Condega - San Juan de
Limay - Spmrtillo 75 2.3 - 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 1.5 1.5

Nandaime - Tipitapa 50 1.5 - - 0.5 0.5 o.5 o.5 1.0 1.0

Matiguas - Rio Tuma -
Chmarca - El Cabo 365 17.8 - 2.0 - 2.0 - 15.8 17.8

Las Mercedes - Jiloa 1b 1.0 - - _ - - - - o.6 - 0.6 _ 0.h 1.0

Sub-total 999 64.5 9.6 5.2 5.2 3.1 3.1 1.3 1.3 6.6 6.0 16.2 13.6 18.7 21.3

Other Activities

El Viejo - Conseguina 82 2.1 0.3 0.6 o.6 0.9 0.9 0.3 0.3 - - 1.8 1.8 - -

Plan Lechero feeder
roads 457 13.9 - 2.1 - 8.0 2.9 3.8 6.o - 5.0 13.9 13.9 - -

Penetration Roads 530 5.5 - 0.3 0.3 1.7 1.0 1.7 1.0 1.8 1.0 5.5 3.3 - 2.2

Administration
(Construction) 3.7 - 1.0 1.0 l.6 l.h 0.7 0.7 o.6 o.6 3.7 3.7 - -

Maintenance Equipment 2.8 - 2.8 2.8 - _ - - - - 2.8 2.8 -

Sub-total 1069 28.0 0.3 6.8 6.7 12.0 6.2 6.5 8.0 2.6 6.6 27.7 26.5 - 2.2

T 0 T A L 231b 88.5 12.3 11.6 11.9 20.9 13.6 10.3 12.0 11.2 13.1 57.0 50.8 19.2 26.5

Source: Roads Department and mission estimates.



Table 25: COSTA RI5A: ROADA IND.VES!MNT 1566-1969
(millions of C.A. pesos)

Actual
Total 6'xpenditures 1966 1967 1968 1969 Total 1966-69 After 1969

KM Estimated Through Government Mission Gover-nment Mis-lon Governrient Mission Ooverrnment Mission Govt. Mission Govt. Mission

Project Cost 1965 Plan Frojected Plan Projected Plan Projected Plan Crojected Plan Projected Plan Projccted

lnte rat ionReadr

CA-- intera.nerican
H.ghway 1438 21.2 - - - 4.9 2.0 6.9 3.4 6.9 3.4 18.7 8.8 2.5 12.14

CA-1 E1 Coco - San Ramon 142 11.6 _ 0.3 0.3 1.6 1.0 2.3 2.9 3.0 3.0 7.2 7.2 14.4 4.4

Seh-totAl 480 32.6 - 0.3 .3 6.5 3bo 9.Z 6.3 9.9 6.14 25.9 16.0 6.9 16.3

National Roads

Plan Vial - First stage 569 18.9 8Q 14.1 14.1 5.6 5,6 1.2 1.2 - - 10.9 10.9 - -

Cartago-Limon 1140 15.1 _ 0.6 o.6 0.7 (1.9)- 0.5 (2.5)' 2.3 (3.0)11 4.1 0.6 11.0 14.5

Plan Vial-Second stage 649 36.1 2/ _ - - - - 6.8 3.0 6.8 3.0 29.3 33.1

Sub-total 1358 70.1 8.0 4.7 4.7 6.3 5.6 1.7 1.2 9.1 3.0 21.8 114.5 140.3 47.6

Other Activitie.

Feeder Roads 582 8.1 2.1 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 1.3 1.3 - - 6.1 6.1 - -

Right-of-way, miscel-
laneous construction,
engineering and super-
vision. _ 14.9 2.4 2.6 2.6 3.2 2.7 3.1 3.1 3.3 3.3 12.2 11.7

Sub-total 582 23.0 4.5 5.0 5.0 5.6 5.1 4.4 L.4 3.3 3.3 18.3 17.8 - -

Maintenance Equipment 2.3 - _ - - - - - 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 - -

T 0 T A L 2420 128.2 12.5 10.0 10.0 18.4 13.7 15.3 11.9 24.6 15.0 68.3 50.6 47.2 64 .4

1/ Figures in parentheses shomn for illustrative purposes as high-priority alternative to other projects within liaita of overall expenditures projected by mission.

2/ Tentative and subject to substantial change.

Source for Government Plan: Ministry of Transoort, Highway Department, July, 1966.



Table 26: R TPD-.F'IT, A h rQA 1960T-19A5

Railroads 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965

1. Ferrocarriles International de Centro Americana
(Gu-atemala Division) 

Freight (thousands of metric tons) 923 803 729 779 732 624
Passengers (thousands) 2,000 1,771 1,648 1,766 1,744 1,593
Profit (loss)l/(U.S. $ thousands) (507) (776) (1,338) (1,016) (112)J/ (1,336) 2/

2. Ferrocarriles International de Centro America
(El-' qO-advtor TRvflsTon!)-''- -

Freight (thousands of metric tons) )188 449 L70 513 535 i480
Passengers (thousands) 3,803 3,514 3,565 3,520 3,580 3,545
Profit (loss)(U.S. $ thousands) n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 600 600

3. Ferrocarriles de El Salvador

Freight (thousands of metric tons) 160 121 82 89 61 74
Passengers (thousands) 1,004 9)42 937 8 `3 655 720
Profit (loss) (U.S. t thousands) 128 (22) (266) (107) (226) (323)

4. Ferrocarril Nacional. de Wonduras

Preight (thousands of metric tons) 974 270 268 212 242 217
Passengers (thousands) 390 380 365 292 235 213
Profit (loss) (U.S, b' thousand-) 8? (?)) (171) (6.) (50) (0)

5. Ferrocarril del Pacifico de MTicaragua

Freight (thousands of metric tons) 304 253 25% 2)40 187 163
Pet3sengers (thousands) 1,653 1,L65 1,°499 1,2460 1,41i6 1,325
Profit (loss) (U.S. $ thousands) (259) (152) (87) ( M) (97) (98)



Table 26 (cont'd): RAILROAD TRAFFIC AND EARNINGS, 1960-1965

Railroads 1960 1961 1962 1963 196h4 1965

6. Ferrocarril Electrico al Pacifico, Costa Rica

Freight (thousands of metric tons) 348 367 368 380 402 361
Passengers (thousands) 705 697 700 735 731 725
Profit (loss) (U.S. $ thousands) 124 209 125 155 204 192

7. Northern Railway, Costa Rica

Freight (thousands of metric tons) 497 475 549 576 n.a. n.a.
Passengers (thousands) 910 948 916 833 n.a. n.a.
Profit (loss) (U.S. $ thousands) (136) 57 (22) 58h n.a. n.a.

1/ Not clear whether this includes the profits of the El Salvalor Division.
2/ Unofficial data from news reports.
"burce: Individual Carriers and Government Statistical Bureaus.



Table 27: CENTRAL AINEIIICA: TRAFFIC AT PRINCIBAL PORTS A! 1960-1965
(Thousand Riletric Tons)

Ports 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964. 1965

Matias de Galvez 179 2472/ 4o08/
Exports N0 DORT 94 106 78

Imports N P 85 141 330

Barrios 544 506 489 455 529 284
Expcrts °107 °34 ' ?°Q
Imports 270 272 316 275 280 165

Cortes 525 610 495 480 523 6822/

Exports 371 410 319 306 344 J0 3/
Imports 154 200 176 174. 179 182/

Tela 59 56 74 76 101 n.a.
Exports 2 5 14 17 lo n.a.
Imports 57 51 60 60 83 n.a.

La. Ceiba 197 199 222 292 207 n.a.
Exports 157 -1i3 177 232 161 n.a.
Imports 40 36 44 60 46 n.a.

Limon 318 353 423 4142 427 441
Exports 110 131 162 ll7 179 212
Imports 1Q5 178 207 210 195 186
Petroleum Imports L13 114 54 54 53 43

Champierico 55 61 50 814 107 96
Eports 19 21 27 54 560S
Imports 36 SO 23 30 53 36



Table 27 (cont'd): CENTRAL AllEiICA- MRAFFIC AT PRIiCIPAL PORTS, 1960-1965
(Thousand retric Tons)

Ports 1960 1961 1962 1963 1968 1965

San Jose 306 321 366 379 h80 527
Exports 21 25 3 2 149 72
Imports 285 296 331 327 331 455

Acajutla 83 67 164 758 946 1;,CL5
Exports 31 2U 52 252 277 357
Imports 52 59 112 ,o6 670 688

Cutuco 298 309 301 317 284 215
Exports ~U7 113 113 14T7 1301
Imports 207 196 188 173 146 100

Amapala 68 73 80 102 n.a.
Exports 2 55 -S -6g2 --7 n.a.

Imports 13 13 17 18 17 n.a.

Corinto 2/ 339 377 483 526 509 68b
Exports 156 15X 237 261 286 842
Imports 59 87 115 159 206 227
Petroleum Imports 124 136 131 106 17 15

Puntarenas 221 218 232 278 834 429
Exports 15 22 85
Imports 117 107 107 136 167 238
Petroleum Imports 72 88 110 120 173 150

Golfito 211 212 270 251 25`35 286
Exports 175 17W 208 ~BT 219
Imports 22 28 49 4b 84 38
Petroleum Imports 14 17 17 20 22 30



Table 27 (cont'd): CENTRAL AMERICA: TRAFYIC AT PRINCIPAL PORTS, 1960-1965
(Thousand Metric Tons)

Footnotes:

1/ Imports include petroleum unless otherwise listed. Considerable discrepancies exist
between official Government import and export statistics and figures supplied by the
ports themselves. For ports operated by private railroads, the information covers
only the railroad's traffic which omits such items as banana and bulk petroleum move-
ments through the ports. The most accurate information on traffic movements was
obtained from the autonomous port authorities of Acajutla, Matias de Galvez and
Corinto. Detailed statistics are also available tor Puerto Cortes stemming from
recent work of Bank appraisal missions investigating the need for expanding the
facilities at that port.

2/ Fiscal years.

3/ Eleven months only.

Source : Port authorities and Government statistical offices.



Table 28: AIR TRAFFIC, LOAD FACTORS AND FA1IJI1GS, 1960-'965

1/

Airline 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965

AVIATECA (Guatemala)

Domestic Operations
Passenger miles (million) 4.7 5.0 6.3 6.6 6.8 6.9
Passenger load factor (percent) 60.0 60.0 58.0 60.0 60.0 60.0
Freight ton miles (million) 1.2 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.6

International Operations
Passenger miles (million) 12.1 11.1 8.4 10.1 11.3 25.2
Passenger load factor (percent) 55.0 55.0 53.0 55.0 58.0 58.0
Freight ton miles (million) 2.1 1.b 2.0 1.8 2.4 2.6

Profit (loss) ($ thousand) (197.0) (177.0) (17.0) 9.0 n.a. n.a.
2/

TACA (El Salvador)

International Operations
Passenger miles (million) 6b.5 68.5 7?.3 77.3 85.7 104.7
Passenger load factor (percent) 66.0 52.0 50.0 55.0 52.0 54.0
Freight cFrried (thousand ton-) 2.8 2.4 2.7 3.0 3.3 3.4
Profit (loss) ($ thousand) (21.0) (230.0) (59.3) 281.7 525.2 623.7

SAHSA (1-londuras)

Domestic Operations
Passenger miles (million) 17.2 17.? 17.6 18.5 20.4 21.8
Passenger load factor (percent) L!^.0 LL.0 L8.0 50.0 51.0 46.o
Freight ton miles (million) 1.2 1.2 1.3 1.2 1.9 1.1



Table 28 -(ont'd): AIR TRALFFIC, LOAD FACTOIwq AND EA.RNTINS, 19QA-195-

1/

Airline 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965

SAHSA (Honduras)

International Operations
Passenger miles (million) 5.67 44 3.3 .3 5.6 15.5
Passenger load factor (percent) 18.0 22.0 35.0 36.0 35.0 50.0
Freight ton miles (million) 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.6

Profit (loss) ($ thousand) (45.6) (18.7) 153.6 196.0 203.0 263.9

LANICA (Nlicaragua)

Domestic Operations
Passenger miles (million) 3.3 3.7 n.a. 4.0 n.a. 4.4
Passenger load factor (percent) 50.0 52.0 - 43.0 - 45.0
Freight ton miles (million) 0.3 0.3 n.a. 0.3 n.a. 0.3

International Operations
Passenger miles (million) 4.1 6.8 n.a. 13.3 n.a. 16.8
Passenger load factor (percent) 28.0 28.0 - 44.0 50.0
Freight ton miles (million) 1.1 1.1 n.a. 7.5 n.a. 0.4 3/

Profit (loss) ($ thousand) ?88.4 274.8 102.6 n.a. 252.0 n.a.

LACSA, (Costa Rica)

Domestic Operations
Passenger miles (million) 9.8 9.0 8.4 8.6 7.9 7.3
Passenger load f£ctor (percent) 58.0 - 53-0 54.0 46.0 5h..0
Freight ton miles (million) 1.4 1.3 1.2 1.3 1.1 0.9



Table 28 (cont'd): AIR TRAFFIC, LOAD FACTORS AIND EARNINGS. 1960-1965

1/-_
Airline 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965

LACSA, (Costa Rica)

International Operations
Passenger miles (million) 20.2 21.5 24.6 30.0 31.h ho.0
Passenger load factor (percent) 50.0 - 55.0 55.0 56.0 65.0
Freight ton miles (million) h.6 h.8 6.0 6.6 6.9 6.7

Profit (loss) ($ thousand) 183 .4 118.2 4.0 (13.3) n.a. n.a.

1/ Airline statistics are computed using nautical miles and short tons unless otherwsise noted.
T/ TACA does not report Passenger or Freight ton miles to ICAO.
3/ Taken from ICAO statistics. Obviously this figure is not current.

Source: Airlines and ICAO Statistics, Bulletin 113.
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